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Mod�eles probabilistes pour des syst�emes concurrents :R�eseaux Markoviens et Loi des Grands Nombres****R�esum�e : On introduit le mod�ele des R�eseaux markoviens, une extension probabilistedes R�eseaux de Petri saufs avec s�emantique de la concurrence vraie. Ce travail s'appuiesur un travail pr�ec�edent concernant les structures d'�ev�enements probabilistes. On utilise lanotion de cellule de branchement et on montre qu'un repliement de celles-ci fournit la bonnenotion d'�etat local. On montre une loi des grands nombres sous concurrence, ce qui est lacontribution principale de cet article.Mots cl�es : Concurrence vraie, mod�eles probabilistes, r�eseaux de Petri saufs, r�eseauxMarkoviens, loi des grands nombres
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4 S. Abbes & A. Benveniste1 IntroductionThis paper studies the model of Markov nets, a probabilistic model of safe Petri nets undertrue concurrency semantics. This means that traces, not �ring sequences, are given a prob-ability. This study belongs to the recently developed area of true concurrency probabilisticmodels, addressing both event structures and nets. Confusion-free probabilistic event struc-tures were studied in [15, 14]. Distributed probabilistic event structures and Markov netswere investigated in [1], following an approach initiated in [6]; the latter approaches addressevent structures with confusion. This paper studies the model of Markov nets, a probabilis-tic extension of safe Petri nets under the true-concurrent semantics. The main contributionof the paper, w.r.t. to the conference version [5], is the complete study of the Law of LargeNumbers for Markov nets.We rely on previous work [3] on probabilistic event structures|probabilistic event struc-tures are prime event structures whose space of maximal con�gurations is equipped with aprobability.In the above reference we introduced the class of so-called locally �nite event structures,which encompasses in particular confusion-free event structures. Locally �nite event struc-tures are event structures with kind of �nite confusion. For locally �nite event structures,so-called branching cells generalize the cells of confusion-free event structures. Branchingcells are sub-event structures that recursively localize the sources of conict in an eventstructure.Equipping branching cells with local probabilities and composing them together accord-ing to a generalized Bayes chain rule, de�nes a unique probability measure on the spaceof maximal con�gurations of the considered event structure. Probabilities obtained by thisway are called distributed, for the following reason [3]: the so constructed probabilistic eventstructures are such that \concurrent processes are independent in the probabilistic sense".The goal of the present paper is to apply these constructions to the case of an eventstructure obtained by unfolding a safe Petri net. For this case, branching cells that areisomorphic when seen as event structures labeled by transitions from the net, are consid-ered equivalent. The resulting equivalence classes are �nitely many and are called dynamicclusters. Let us mention that dynamic clusters, as their name indicates, di�er from usualclusters [8], which are statically de�ned on nets. Equipping the dynamic clusters of a safePetri net with local probabilities yields Markov nets. Unfolding Markov nets gives raiseto probabilistic event structures where equivalent branching cells are given the same localprobability.A central tool in probabilistic models is the Law of Large Numbers (LLN). It is the basisfor the use of probabilistic models in statistics. It provides a quantitative counterpart tothe central notion of fairness, for in�nite executions of systems. Recall that the classicalLLN for a sequence (Xk)k>0 of independent random variables with identical distribution �states as follows: for every nonnegative, real-valued, function f de�ned on the state spaceof Xk, the empirical means 1nPnk=1 f(Xk) converge with probability 1 to the mean value
Irisa



Markov nets 5R f(x)�(dx). This LLN extends to (recurrent) Markov chains, with � being the invariantmeasure of the chain.For Markov nets, the statement of a LLN is by itself doubly challenging, since:1. there is no global time index k in the true-concurrency framework, and2. it is unclear what the state space should be.Regarding the second point, the normal guess that the local states would simply be theplaces of the net, does not work in general|places are not the right notion of local state inthe probabilistic context. We will indeed show that1. the \time elapsed while scanning a con�guration" is adequately measured by the num-ber of branching cells traversed, and2. dynamic clusters (i.e., equivalence classes of branching cells) provide the right notionof state.A third challenge is that, since con�gurations exhibit concurrency, the \progress of time"while scanning a con�guration is not clearly de�ned: the di�erent processes composing thecon�guration may progress freely as long as they do not need to synchronize. Our LLNrequires that empirical means converge whatever way these di�erent processes progress, andthat the resulting limit should be unique.Not every Markov net can obey such a LLN: in a net composed of two non interactingsubnets, the two subnets can progress freely and no single \life time" can bound this progress.For such nets lacking synchronization, our LLN cannot hold. We thus �nely characterizehow much lack of synchronization can be tolerated, while still having the LLN valid: thisis expressed as an integrability condition on a certain random variable that measures thelack of synchronization of the system. This condition is trivially satis�ed for Markov chains,since Markov chains do not present any concurrency and thus \maximally synchronize".To keep the present paper self-contained, the main results of [3] concerning branchingcells of event structures and distributed probabilities are recalled. The paper is organizedas follows: In x2, we introduce on a few toy examples the kind of randomization for Petrinets we consider in this paper. The Law of Large Number for true-concurrency systems isalso discussed in an informal manner. This �rst section provides an intuitive introduction toprobabilistic true-concurrency models. It only requires basic knowledge of Petri net theory.It is intended to both 1) researchers used to the interleaving semantics for probabilisticsystems and who wish to have a short introduction to its true-concurrency counterpart, and2) researchers comfortable with the true-concurrency semantics but not with its probabilisticcounterpart.The remaining of the paper assumes knowledge of fundamentals of unfolding theory ofsafe Petri nets [11]. We collect in x3 some basic notions concerning event structures, and�x the notations. The non-standard notions of stopping pre�xes and branching cells arerecalled from [3]. In x4, we recall the basic notion concerning probabilistic event structures
PI n�1753



6 S. Abbes & A. Benvenisteas well as the construction of distributed probabilities. Markov nets are introduced in x5,and we state the LLN in x 6. The proof of the LLN is the topic of x7. In Appendix A, werecall the classical statements of the LLN that we use.2 Illustrative ExamplesThis section presents some toy examples to illustrate the issues encountered when random-izing Mazurkiewicz traces for a Petri net, and the solutions we propose. We �rst recallbasic concepts of Mazurkiewicz trace theory. We explain on simple examples why dynamicclusters of nets must be considered, and their role in the randomization of nets. We alsoinformally describe the Law of Large Numbers in this context.True Concurrency and Mazurkiewicz Traces. According to the true-concurrencyapproach to safe Petri nets, we do not distinguish a �ring sequence (: : : ; t; t0; : : : ) from the�ring sequence obtained by exchanging places t and t0, whenever t and t0 are transitions ofthe net that share no common resource. The equivalence classes|after taking the reexivetransitive closure of the above relation|are called the Mazurkiewicz traces of the net, orsimply its traces for short [10, 11]. Figure 1 depicts the example of a safe Petri net. In thisexample, the �ring sequence (bce) is equivalent to the sequence (cbe) since transitions b andc do not share common resources. 76540123�������� ��333333� 76540123�������� ��333333���a ��b �� c �� d76540123 76540123 ��6666666 76540123��������� 76540123��e 76540123Figure 1: Illustrating the true-concurrency semantics.Firing sequences of a safe Petri net are ordered by the pre�x relation on words. Thisrelation induces in turn an ordering on traces, so that trace � precedes �0 if and only if thereare �ring sequences s and s0, with s a pre�x of s0, representing � and �0, respectively. Thepartial order on traces for the net of Figure 1 is depicted in Figure 2. On the other hand,each trace is seen itself as a partially ordered multi-set (pomset) of transitions, where twotransitions are not comparable when they can be exchanged according to the above rule. InIrisa



Markov nets 7the language of event structures, the elements that compose the pomset are called events.This is illustrated in Figure 2, (2), for the trace (bce) = (cbe).;��������yyssssssssssss ��111111 %%KKKKKKKKKKKK(d) !!CCCCCCCC�� (a)�� ##FFFFFFFFF (b) !!DDDDDDDDvvllllllllllllllll (c)��}}zzzzzzzz(bd) (ad) (ac) (bc)��(bce)
� ��333333b ��������� c�e(1) (2)Figure 2: (1) Ordering of the traces of the net depicted in Figure 1. (2) The trace (bce) =(cbe) as a partial order of labeled events.Randomizing Maximal Traces. Traces are partially ordered sets of events. Therefore,classical approaches from the area of stochastic processes do not apply, since the latterassume a totally ordered time. We thus �rst discuss how Mazurkiewicz traces should berandomized.We randomize a safe Petri net by de�ning a probability on its set of maximal traces.That is, we implicitly agree that no blocking other than intrinsic deadlocks of the net shallappear due to randomization. Allowing the probability to weight non-maximal traces couldbe relevant for modeling reasons, for example, to express the possibility of failure due to aprogram crash. In the classical study of �nite Markov chains, we indeed �nd this featureunder the name of \killed processes" [13, p.25]. It is also known that killed trajectories canbe made maximal by adding an additional dummy state in the state space, called the \ceme-tery". The same can be performed for nets, so we only focus on maximal traces throughoutthis paper. For the example depicted in Figure 1, maximal traces are the extremal bottompoints of Figure 2 (1), i.e., (bd), (ad), (ac) and (bce). Making the net probabilistic amountsthus to de�ning a probability P such that:

P(bd) + P(ad) + P(ac) + P(bce) = 1:Observe that, if we sum these probabilities, not on traces but on �rings sequences, the resultwill exceed 1. This means that considering true-concurrency semantics has a signi�cantimpact on the construction of probabilities.
PI n�1753



8 S. Abbes & A. BenvenisteConcurrency and Probability. Our constant philosophy in the construction of proba-bilistic nets is the following: as much as possible, parallel processes shall be made indepen-dent in the probabilistic sense. When considering a Petri net as a distributed system witha distributed state, this requirement is quite natural. In turn, synchronization is a majorsource of di�culty. Indeed, when components do not not interact at all, we can simply ran-domize each component separately, and make them probabilistically independent by decree.In general, however, processes are \parallel" for a limited amount of \time", then synchro-nize, which results in breaking the parallelism. We shall give a precise formulation of thelatter claim, by de�ning a decomposition of processes through locally parallel components.With this decomposition of processes at hand, we shall proceed with their randomization,by enforcing probabilistic independence of locally parallel components. This is not a trivialtask, but is successfully achieved by using classical tools from Measure theory. The resultingtheory is presented in detail in [3], for the model of event structures.Dynamic Clusters. Consider �rst the two nets depicted in Figure 3, (a) and (b). Netin (a) o�ers three possibilities: either �ring transition a, or �ring transition b, or �ring notransition at all. Since we only consider maximal traces, as explained above, we deny tothis net the right of doing nothing, so that it must eventually �re transition a or b. This isa simple coin tossing, that occurs with a certain probability, say �1(a) versus �1(b).Consider next the net of Figure 3, (b). Again, since we consider only maximal tracesfor randomization, the net has exactly two possibilities: either �ring transition d, or �ringconcurrently transitions c and e. We have again a coin tossing. This time, however, thetossing does not involve single transitions, but rather certain groups of transitions. Weshall thus weight the occurrence of (ce) with some probability �2(ce), while �2(d) is theprobability that (d) occurs instead of (ce). Remark that, although transitions c and e areconcurrent, they are not independent, since c occurs if and only if e occurs.Let us now investigate the e�ect of synchronization. The net of Figure 3 (c) collects thetwo previous nets and adds some new elements whose execution depends on the previousexecution of the �rst two nets. In this discussion, we shall refer to the �rst two nets,considered separately, as local nets, and to their executions as local executions. In contrast,the net of Figure 3 (c) is referred to as the global net. Because the two local nets do notinteract at all, the local execution of one of them does not disturb the execution of the otherone. Hence the local executions are concurrent and do not interact.Suppose that each local net is driven by some random local agent, and that these localagents do not communicate with each other. It is then natural, from the probabilistic pointof view, to assume that the actions of local agents are independent in the probabilistic sense.Observe that a maximal trace of the global net induces, by restriction, a maximal trace ofeach local net. This is important, since we have only speci�ed how to randomize the maximaltraces of the two local nets.Consequently, we know at this point how to randomize the \beginning" of the executionsof the global net. If �1 and �2 denote respectively the probabilities attached to each local
Irisa



Markov nets 9
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10 S. Abbes & A. Benvenistenet, so that �1(a) + �1(b) = 1; �2(ce) + �2(d) = 1;and if P denotes the global probability constructed so far, we have for example:
P(a ce) = �1(a)� �2(ce); P(b ce) = �1(b)� �2(ce):In the above equation, the left members actually concern maximal executions of the globalnet: they must be understood as, for example: \P(a ce) is the probability that a maximalexecution contains (ace)".What happens next? Consider for example the case of (ace) having �red. The resultingnet is depicted in Figure 4 (a). The transitions that are not enabled are depicted withdashes, and we omit the transitions that have already �red. The only enabled transitionsare transitions h and i. We shall thus consider some probability �3, that describes the weightof h against i, in the context of h and i competing alone. By the chain rule, the completeprobabilities of (aceh) and of (acei) can now be computed by:

P(a ce h) = �1(a)� �2(ce)� �3(h); P(a ce i) = �1(a)� �2(ce)� �3(i):: : :����� : : :����� : : :����� : : :����� : : :||y y y y76540123� 76540123 ��333333�������� 76540123�������� ��333333� 76540123�������� ��333333�_ _�� ��_ _��f _ _�� ��_ _��g ��h �� i76540123 76540123 76540123 76540123
: : :����� : : :����� : : :����� : : :����� : : :||y y y y76540123 76540123 ��333333��������� 76540123�������� ��333333� 76540123�������� ��333333���f ��g ��h �� i76540123 76540123 76540123 76540123(a) (b)Figure 4: Nets resulting from di�erent partial executions of the net depicted in Figure 3 (c).Instead of (a) and (ce) being the executions of the two �rst local nets, assume that, forexample, (b) and (ce) have �red. The resulting net is depicted in Figure 4 (b). Now alltransitions f , g, h and i are enabled. Hence h and i still compete for �ring, but they donot compete in the same context as previously observed, since f and g also take part to thecompetition. We shall thus consider yet another local probability �4, that randomizes themaximal traces of the net depicted in Figure 4 (b), i.e., such that:�4(fh) + �4(fi) + �4(gi) = 1:We again use the chain rule to compute the probability of, say, (bcefh):

P(b ce fh) = �1(b)� �2(ce)� �4(fh): Irisa



Markov nets 11Finally, in case of (ad) or (bd) �ring in the �rst two local nets, we would consider also theadditional local nets consisting of transition i only, and of transition f only. Both nets arenecessarily equipped with trivial probabilities, i.e., with probabilities giving weight 1 to theunique possible transition.With the recursive decomposition of traces described so far, we have reached all maximalcon�gurations of the global net and we know how to compute the probability of each maximalcon�guration. We leave to the reader as an exercise to check on this example that theprobability de�ned by this way sums indeed to 1 on the set of all maximal con�gurations ofthe global net, by using the fact that �1 and �2 both sum to 1.The di�erent local nets encountered in the course of all possible executions of the netare called dynamic clusters. The global net we have studied has 6 dynamic clusters: thetwo nets of Figure 3 (a) and (b), the subnet obtained from Figure 4 (a) by keeping onlytransitions h and i, the one obtained from Figure 4 (b) by keeping only transitions f , g, hand i, and �nally the two trivial nets with single transitions f and i.The decomposition through these subnets is indeed dynamic, since a same transitionmay occur in di�erent dynamic clusters, according to the context. This was the case, forexample, for the transitions h and i. This fact conforms with the intuition that concurrentsystems shall not be statically decomposed, but may split and join in di�erent manners,according to the actual execution. We summarize what we have obtained so far:1. We randomize maximal Mazurkiewicz traces of safe Petri nets.2. Maximal traces are decomposed as the juxtaposition of maximal traces of dynamicclusters.3. To each dynamic cluster, we attach an agent that randomizes the maximal traces ofthis cluster.4. Concurrent dynamic clusters do not interfere with each other. They can thus be madeindependent in the probabilistic sense.The probabilistic systems constructed in this way are called Markov nets.Regarding the Law of Large Numbers. Recall the classical LLN for a sequence(Xk)k>0 of independent random variables with identical distribution �: for every non-negative, real-valued, function f de�ned on the state space of Xk, the empirical means1nPnk=1 f(Xk) converge with probability 1 to the mean value R f(x)�(dx). This LLN ex-tends to (recurrent) Markov chains, with � being the invariant measure of the chain. Weshall now discuss the LLN for Markov nets. Of course, such a LLN is relevant only for netshaving in�nite con�gurations.An example of such a net is shown in Figure 5 and its dynamic clusters are depicted inFigure 6. Note that these clusters overlap, revealing their dynamic nature. For example,transition d belongs to both clusters s4 and s5; in fact, when a con�guration v traverses d,then it traverses either cluster s4 or cluster s5 but it cannot traverse both.PI n�1753



12 S. Abbes & A. BenvenisteAs observed in the introduction, the �rst di�culty consists in �nding the adequate notionof state, for Markov nets. Since dynamic clusters capture the choices made when construct-ing a maximal trace, they are a natural candidate for the notion of (local) state. Therefore,our \state functions" will be real-valued functions de�ned on the set � of dynamical clus-ters. The next issue is that of �nding the counterpart of the time index k in empiricalmeans 1nPnk=1 f(Xk). We regard k as indexing the successive outcomes of the randomchoices made while drawing the considered trajectory. Therefore, a natural counterpart of kis the number of dynamic clusters traversed while constructing the considered con�guration.76540123��������� ��8888888�A 76540123��������� �B 76540123��������� ��8888888� C��8888888a ��������� ��8888888b ��7777777c ��������� c076540123��������� ��8888888 ((PPPPPPPPPPPPPPD 76540123 ��8888888E 76540123��






 F��8888888d ���������d0vvmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm��������� ��8888888 e76540123�A 76540123�B 76540123� CFigure 5: A safe net with in�nite executions. Places having the same name are to besuperimposed.The above analysis suggests the following form for the empirical means in our case:M(f; v) = Ps 2 � : v traverses s f(s)number of dynamic clusters s traversed by v ; (1)where f is a state function and v is some �nite trace. It must be noted that a same clusteris traversed several times by the �nite trace v, such traversals are therefore counted withtheir multiplicities in the above summation Ps.Consider in particular (1) with f(s) = 1s�(s), where 1s�(s) = 1 if s = s�, and = 0otherwise. Then,M(1s� ; v) = number of occurrences of s� seen by vnumber of dynamic clusters s traversed by v :Assume for a while that, for each maximal trace ! and each dynamic cluster s�,�(s�) =def limv%!M(1s� ; v) (2)exists and does not depend on !. Since, for every v, PsM(1s; v) = 1, the �s sum up to 1and therefore de�ne a probability on the �nite set �, we call it the stationary measure ofIrisa



Markov nets 1376540123�������� ��333333�A 76540123��������� B��a �������� ��333333 b76540123D 76540123 D 76540123 E
76540123�������� ��333333� C��c �� c076540123F 76540123 F

76540123���A ��a 76540123Ds1 s2 s376540123�������� ��333333� D��d �� d076540123A 76540123 A
76540123�������� ��333333 &&LLLLLLLLLLLL�D 76540123 ��333333�E 76540123��������� F��d ��d0 ���������� ��333333 e76540123A 76540123A 76540123A 76540123B 76540123Cs4 s5Figure 6: Dynamic clusters s1; : : : ; s5, of the net depicted in Figure 5. The �gure depicts theunfolded form of the clusters. Here letters indicate the labels, not the names of the node,and places with same labels are not to be superimposed.the Markov net. Then, by linearity, for every nonnegative state function f ,limv%!M(f; v) =Xs2� f(s)�(s)exists and does not depend on !. This provides us with the desired LLN. Thus it is enoughproving the LLN for the special case (2).A direct application of this LLN yields in particular the asymptotic ratio:limv%! number of occurrences of s in vnumber of occurrences of s0 in v = �(s)�(s0) ;for s; s0 two dynamic clusters (see Figure 6 for an illustration of the clusters). Now, a morenatural question would be to evaluate the asymptotic ratio:limv%! number of occurrences of t in vnumber of occurrences of t0 in v ; (3)for t; t0 two transitions of the net. Unfortunately, transitions are not in bijection withdynamic clusters (as shown by Figure 6), and therefore the above asymptotic ratio is notwithin the scope of our above LLN.
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14 S. Abbes & A. BenvenisteSuppose now we were able to prove a LLN for \extended" state functions of the formf(s; !s), where s is a dynamic cluster as before, and !s is a maximal trace of s, seen as anevent structure. Corresponding empirical means would be:M(f; v) = Ps 2 � : v traverses s f(s; !s)number of dynamic clusters s traversed by v ;where !s is the maximal trace of s seen by v when traversing s, and the traversals of s byv are counted with their multiplicities, as in (1). Then,1t(s; !s) =def (1; if !s visits t0; otherwisewould yield an extended state function such thatM(1t; v)M(1t0 ; v) = number of occurrences of t in vnumber of occurrences of t0 in v ;so that our extended LLN would encompass asymptotic ratios of the form (3). We shallindeed prove such an extended LLN and therefore solve the problem of evaluating asymptoticratios of the form (3).So far we have used the expression limv%!M(f; v) (4)without care. Indeed, trace v can grow to ! in many di�erent ways. If, for example, weerase, in the net of Figure 5, the places B and E, and the arcs D ! e and e ! A, thenthe two remaining noninteracting subnets can progress freely. And it is unclear whether thelimit (4) is well de�ned, since it could very well depend on the way the two componentsof v grow. Not surprisingly, the LLN we shall establish assumes that the di�erent localprocesses of the net do synchronize \frequently enough". In turn, we will show that, withthis assumption, the limit (4) is well de�ned and does not depend on the way v can growto !.3 Locally Finite Event StructuresIn this section we recall basic de�nitions concerning event structures and we �x the notations.We introduce the three main notions of locally �nite event structure, stopping pre�x, andfuture of a con�guration. The latter notion has already been considered under di�erentnames by several authors. However, we use it in a novel, systematic way for the analysis ofevent structures.
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Markov nets 153.1 Event Structures and Net Unfoldings.Throughout this paper, the term \event structure" means prime event structure.An event structure [11] is a triple (E;�;#) satisfying the following properties. (E;�) is apartial order, at most countable, whose elements are called events. # is the conict relationon E; it is a binary, symmetric and irreexive relation, that satis�es the following axiom:8x; y; z 2 E, x#y and y � z together imply x#z. We also assume that, for every e 2 E,the downward closure of e, de�ned by dee = ff 2 E : f � eg is a �nite subset of E.We identify, with a slight abuse of notations, the set E and the event structure (E;�;#).Finally, the concurrency relation is the binary relation on E, denoted by co, and de�ned byco = (E �E) n (#[ � [ �). We say that E is a tree of events, or shortly, a tree, if co = ;.A subset A of E is said to be a pre�x if it is downward closed, i.e., if dee � A for alle 2 A. A pre�x v is called a con�guration of E if it is conict-free, i.e., if # \ (v � v) = ;.Con�gurations are partially ordered by inclusion, and we denote by VE the poset of �nitecon�gurations of E. Two con�gurations are said to be compatible if their set-theoreticunion is conict-free. We denote by 
E the set of maximal con�gurations of E|this set isnonempty, since chain of con�gurations has an upper bound.A subset F � E de�nes a sub-event structure (F;�F ;#F ) of E with causality andconict relations inherited by:�F=� \(F � F ); #F = # \ (F � F );and we shall freely write F , VF , and 
F to denote this event structure and its set of �niteand maximal con�gurations, respectively.All the material introduced in this paper regarding event structures is intended to applyto the case of an event structure obtained by unfolding a safe Petri net. See [11] for a basicreference on this topic. That is, a safe Petri net N = (P; T; F;m0) is given, with set ofplaces P , set of transitions T , ow relation F and initial marking m0. The unfolding of Nis an event structure E equipped with a labeling mapping � : E ! T . The con�gurationsof E determine a family of pomsets (partially ordered multi-sets), via the labelling �. Theunfolding (E; �) is characterized by the fact that traces of N correspond exactly to pomsetsinduced by the con�gurations of E. We will not use the labeling mapping until x5, andconsider instead E as an abstract event structure. However, since E arises from the unfoldingof a safe net, it is legitimate to assume that E is such that any �nite con�guration enablesonly �nitely many events. Formally:Assumption 1 For every v 2 VE, Min�Ev� contains �nitely many events.3.2 Future of a Con�gurationFor v a �nite or in�nite con�guration of E, we consider the following subset of E:Ev =def fe 2 E n v : 8e0 2 v; :(e#e0)g
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16 S. Abbes & A. BenvenisteWe call the associated sub-event structure the future of v. It is clear that the map:w 2 VEv 7! v [ w (5)is one-to-one and onto, from the set of con�gurations of Ev to the set of con�gurationsof E that contains v. The map (5) describes the concatenation of v with con�gurationsof Ev . This map is also order-preserving, so that it maps maximal elements to maximalelements; that is, the set of maximal con�gurations of Ev is mapped onto the set of maximalcon�gurations of E that contain v.In order to distinguish v [ w, for v 2 VE and w 2 VEv from the usual set-theoreticunion of compatible con�gurations of E, we introduce the following special notations for theconcatenation and for its inverse:v � w =def v [ w; de�ned for v 2 VE and w 2 VEv ,u	 v =def u n v; de�ned for v 2 VE and u 2 VE such that v � u, (6)so that we have, whenever these are well-de�ned:v � w 2 VE ; u	 v 2 VEv :In the context of net unfoldings, the operation � de�ned above corresponds to the concate-nation of traces of the net.3.3 Stopping Pre�xesA central concept in de�ning probabilities is the notion of choice. Choice is therefore a keyconcept in this paper. It is captured by the notion of minimal conict we recall next. Theminimal conict relation #� on E is de�ned by:8e; e0 2 E; e#� e0 () (dee � de0e) \# = f(e; e0)g:De�nition 3.1 (stopping pre�x) A subset B � E is called a stopping pre�x of Eif: 1. B is a pre�x of E;2. B is closed under minimal conict.Stopping pre�xes form a complete lattice, with ; and E as minimal and maximal ele-ments. Probabilistic constructions consist in randomizing choices and should be thereforebased on stopping pre�xes. Hence the following notion is natural in this context:De�nition 3.2 (locally �nite event structure) E is called locally �nite if for eachevent e of E, there exists a �nite stopping pre�x containing e.Locally �nite event structures have not been considered by authors so far. The followingcondition is implicitly assumed throughout this paper: Irisa



Markov nets 17Assumption 2 E is locally �nite.It is easily checked that, if v is any con�guration of E, e an event of Ev, and B a �nitestopping pre�x containing e, then B \ Ev is a �nite stopping pre�x of Ev containing e.As a consequence, every future Ev is locally �nite. Stopping pre�xes satisfy the followingproperty (see [1, Ch.3, I-3.1]):Lemma 3.1 If B is a stopping pre�x of E, then:
B = f! \ B j ! 2 
Eg : (7)This property, which is not satis�ed by arbitrary pre�xes (draw an example!), motivatesintroducing the following de�nition:De�nition 3.3 (stopped con�gurations) A con�guration v is called a stopped con-�guration of E if there is a stopping pre�x B such that v 2 
B.Remark. Use Lemma 3.1 and the fact that E is locally �nite to show that a stoppedcon�guration v if �nite if and only if there is a �nite stopping pre�x B such that v 2 
B .3.4 Branching Cells and R-stopped Con�gurationsWe seek for the following two-steps procedure for constructing probabilistic event structures:1/ consider stopped con�gurations as \elementary process" for randomization, and 2/ use theconcatenation of stopped con�gurations in order to randomize processes in an incrementalway.Unfortunately, the class of stopped con�gurations is not closed under concatenation.That is, if v is a stopped con�guration of E, and w a stopped con�guration of the future Ev ,then v�w is not stopped in E in general1 (see an example in x3.5). This is why we considerthe closure of stopped con�gurations under concatenation. The con�gurations reached bythis way are called recursively stopped (R-stopped for short).De�nition 3.4 (R-stopped con�gurations) A con�guration v is said to be R-stop-ped in E if there exists a (�nite or in�nite) nondecreasing sequence (vn)0�n<N of con�gu-rations, N � +1, satisfying the following conditions:1. v0 = ;, v = S0�n<N vn, and2. vn 	 vn�1 is a �nite stopped con�guration of the future Evn�1 , for every 0 < n < N .The set of all �nite R-stopped con�gurations is denoted by WE ; or simply W if no confusioncan occur.1This is particular to systems with concurrency, and more precisely to systems with confusion: forconfusion-free event structures, stopped con�gurations are closed under concatenation.
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18 S. Abbes & A. BenvenisteR-stopped con�gurations are thus characterized by the existence of a recursive decom-position through stopped con�gurations. Such decomposition is by no way unique. We shallhowever focus on minimal decompositions. Branching cells are introduced to this end.De�nition 3.5 (initial stopping pre�x, branching cell) A stopping pre�x B iscalled initial in E if ; is the only stopping pre�x of E strictly contained in B. Call branch-ing cell of E any initial stopping pre�x of some Ev, for v ranging over WE. The set ofall branching cells of E is denoted by XE (or simply X) and branching cells are genericallydenoted by the symbol x. For v 2 WE , the set of branching cells that are initial stoppingpre�xes of Ev is denoted by �E(v);or simply by �(v) when no confusion can occur.�E(v) must be understood as the set of branching cells \enabled" by v. The followingtheorem collects the di�erent key properties of branching cells (proofs are found in [1, Ch.3],or in [3]).Theorem 3.11. Existence and �niteness of branching cells. Every branching cell of E is a �nitesub-event structure of E. For every v 2 WE, �E(v) is empty if and only if v is maximalin E.2. Concurrent branching cells. Let v be any �nite R-stopped con�guration. Di�erentbranching cells in �E(v) are disjoint and concurrent, the latter meaning that:8x; y 2 �E(v); x 6= y =) 8(e; f) 2 x� y; e co f:This has the two following consequences:(a) For v 2 WE, let B be a stopping pre�x of Ev of the form B = Sx2� x, where� is any subset of �E(v). Then con�gurations and maximal con�gurations of Brespectively decompose as the following products:VB = Yx2� Vx; 
B = Yx2�
x : (8)(b) For any v 2 WE, �E(v) is �nite (i.e., there are �nitely many concurrent branchingcells), and even bounded by some constant K.3. Covering map. For v any R-stopped con�guration, there exists a non-decreasingsequence of con�gurations (vn)0�n<N , with N � +1, and a sequence of branchingcells (xn)0<n<N with xn 2 �E(vn) for all n, such that:(a) v0 = ;, v = S0�n<N vn, and Irisa



Markov nets 19(b) vn 	 vn�1 is a maximal con�guration of xn for all 0 < n < N .Branching cells fxn; 0 < n < Ng are pairwise disjoint. If (v0n)0�n<N 0 is another suchdecomposition, with associated branching cells (x0n)0<n<N 0 , then we have the equalityof sets: fxn; 0 < n < Ng = fx0n; 0 < n < N 0g:In particular, N = N 0. We call covering map of E the map �E de�ned by:�E(v) = fxn; 0 < n < Ng; (9)which only depends on v and on E.4. Covering maps in stopping pre�xes. For any stopping pre�x B of E, and for anycon�guration u of B, u is R-stopped in B if and only if u is R-stopped in E. In thiscase the covering maps �E and �B satisfy:�B(v) = �E(v):In particular, XB � XE, with X denoting the sets of branching cells.5. Concatenation and subtraction of R-stopped con�gurations; covering thefuture. The class of R-stopped con�gurations is stable under concatenation and undersubtraction: 8u 2 WE ; 8v 2 WEu ; u� v 2 WE ;8u 2 WE ; 8w 2 WE ; u � w ) w 	 u 2 WEu :For u 2 WE and v 2 WEu , the covering maps �E and �Eu in the future Eu satisfy:�E(u� v) = �E(u) [�Eu(v); �E(u) \�Eu(v) = ;: (10)In particular, XEu � XE for any u 2 WE. Finally, compatible R-stopped con�gura-tions form a lattice.It must be noted that, except for the property that branching cells are �nite, all resultsstated above remain valid without the local �niteness assumption. Further results requiringlocal �niteness will be stated in x3.6. First, we detail some examples.3.5 Examples of DecompositionsFor all examples of this paper, we write (abc) to denote the con�guration fa; b; cg. To depictevent structures, we use arrows for representing the causality and zigzag arcs for the minimalconicts, as in Figure 7.Figure 7 depicts with dashed frames the nonempty stopping pre�xes of an event struc-ture E. x and y are the two initial stopping pre�xes of E. In this example, con�gurationPI n�1753



20 S. Abbes & A. Benveniste� /o/o/o � e� /o/o/oa x � /o/o/ob �OOc � /o/o/o__@@@@@@@a0 �y b0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _�� ��_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _�� ��_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _����� �����_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Figure 7: Illustrating stopping pre�xes and initial stopping pre�xes. Causality isdepicted by arrows, minimal conicts are depicted with zigzag arcs. All nonempty stoppingpre�xes are shown with dashed frames. x and y are the two initial stopping pre�xes of theevent structure. Observe that e is a minimal event although it does not belong to any initialstopping pre�x.(a) is not R-stopped. Indeed, otherwise (a) would be maximal in x, which is not ((ac) ismaximal in x). Hence, there exists in general �nite con�gurations that are not R-stopped.A fortiori, such con�gurations are not stopped.Still in the event structure of Figure 7, let v be the con�guration v = (aca0). v is maximalin B0 = x[y, hence v is stopped and in particular v is R-stopped. We show that the covering�E(v) is given by �E(v) = fx; yg. Since v is stopped in B0, it follows from Lemma 3.1 thatvx = v \ x is stopped in x. Hence, by point 5, we have:�E(v) = �E(vx) [�Evx (v 	 vx):By point 4 of Theorem 3.1 �E(vx) = �x(vx). Since x, as an event structure, is the onlynonempty stopping pre�x of itself, it is clear that �x(vx) = fxg. Hence we have �E(v) �fxg. Symmetrically, we also obtain that �E(v) � fyg. But v = (v \ x) [ (v \ y), so we aredone: �E(v) = fx; yg.More generally, we retain that if v has the form v = Sx2� vx, where � is a set of initialstopping pre�xes, and vx is maximal in x for every x 2 �, then the covering �E(v) is givenby �E(v) = �. Although quite intuitive, this result is not obvious from the only de�nitionof the covering map.As another example, consider the event structure E depicted in Figure 8. We shalldetermine the coverings of the two maximal con�gurations !1 = (ad) and !2 = (bce) of E.Let x = fa; bg be the unique initial stopping pre�x of E. Then �E(!1) and �E(!2) bothcontain x. Figure 8 (2) and (3) respectively depict the futures E(b) and E(a) of con�gurations(b) and (a), with the associated initial stopping pre�xes:�E(b) = fz; z0g; �E(a) = fyg;with z = fcg, z0 = feg, y = fc; d; eg. Hence we obtain �(!1) = fx; yg and �(!2) = fx; z; z0g.This example shows that branching cells of an event structure may overlap, although branch-ing cells in a same covering �E(v) shall not overlap as stated by point 3 of Theorem 3.1.
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Markov nets 21� /o/o/oc � /o/o/od � e�OO /o/o/oa �b_ _ _ _ _�� ��_ _ _ _ _ �c �e__�� ��__ __�� ��__ � /o/o/oc � /o/o/od �e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _�� ��_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(1) (2) (3)Figure 8: Illustrating the decomposition of R-stopped con�gurations. (1), an eventstructure with two maximal con�guration !1 = (ad) and !2 = (bce). (2), the future of (b),and (3), the future of (a). Initial stopping pre�xes are depicted with dashed frames.3.6 Normal Decomposition of Maximal Con�gurationsWe shall now give a systematic way to decompose maximal con�gurations, we call it thenormal decomposition. This result deeply depends on the local �niteness assumption. Thisnormal decomposition is of interest per se. It will be instrumental in proving the Law ofLarge Numbers.For E a (locally �nite) event structure, we de�ne the max-initial stopping pre�x of Eas the upper bound of initial stopping pre�xes. That is, denoting the max-initial stoppingpre�x of E by B0(E): B0(E) =def [x2�E(;)x ;where x ranges over the set of initial stopping pre�xes of E. Observe that, since initialstopping pre�xes are �nitely many according to Theorem 3.1, point 2b, and since eachbranching cell is �nite by according to Theorem 3.1, point 1, the max-initial stopping pre�xB0(E) is itself a �nite stopping pre�x.We de�ne, for ! a maximal con�guration of E, the normal decomposition of ! as thefollowing pair of sequences, �Vn(!)�n�0 and �Zn(!)�n�1:V0 = ;; n > 0; (Zn(!) = ! \B0�EVn�1(!)�Vn(!) = Vn�1(!)� Zn(!) (11)Theorem 3.2 ([3]) For every ! 2 
, the sequence �Vn(!)�n�0 is a nondecreasingsequence of �nite R-stopped con�gurations satisfying: supn Vn(!) = !.See an interpretation of Theorem 3.2 by means of �-algebras and probability in x7.1,Lemma 7.1.
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22 S. Abbes & A. Benveniste4 Application of Branching Cells to Probabilistic EventStructures4.1 Background on Probability SpacesWe �rst recall some basic notions from Probability theory, see for example [7].Measurable Spaces and Measurable Mappings. Let U be a nonempty set. A �-alge-bra on U is a collection F of subsets of U such that ; 2 F, and F is closed under complementand under countable union. The pair (U;F) is said to be a measurable space. The sets A 2 Fare called F-measurable, or simply the measurable subsets of U . If (U;F) and (V;G) are twomeasurable spaces, a mapping ' : U ! V is said to be a measurable mapping if '�1(A) 2 Ffor any A 2 G. We usually adopt the folklore of probability, where measurable mappingsare called random variables. A bijective mapping ' : U ! V is said to be bi-measurable ifboth ' and '�1 are measurable.Let U be a nonempty set. For any collection F of subsets of U , there is a smallest�-algebra F that contains F . F is called the �-algebra generated by F . Except if otherwisespeci�ed, any �nite set U is equipped with its discrete �-algebra, that is F is simply thepowerset of U .If (U;F) is a measurable space, any measurable subset A is equipped with the �-algebra
FA induced by F, de�ned by:

FA = fB 2 F : B � Ag = fB \ A; B 2 Fg:Probability Measures. If (U;F) is a measurable space, the triple (U;F;P) is said tobe a probability space if P is a nonnegative set function P : F ! R such that P(;) = 0,
P(
) = 1, and for any sequence (An)n�0 of pairwise disjoint measurable subsets, we have
P
�Sn�0An� =Pn�0 P(An). P is called a probability measure, or simply a probability.If U is a �nite set, equipped with the discrete �-algebra F, a probability P is entirelydetermined by the values of P on the singletons P(fxg), x 2 U . We simply note P(x) =

P(fxg), and we have Px2U P(x) = 1. Conversely, for any nonnegative function f : U ! Rsuch that Px2U f(x) = 1, there is a unique probability P on (U;F) such that P(x) = f(x),de�ned by P(A) =Px2A f(x) for A � U .If ' : U ! V is a measurable mapping from (U;F) to (V;G), and if P is a probabilitymeasure on (U;F), the following formula de�nes Q as a probability measure on (V;G):
Q(A) = P

�'�1(A)� for A 2 G. Q is called the image of P under ', and we denote it
Q = 'P.Let (U;F;P) be a probability space, and let A be a measurable subset of U such that
P(A) > 0. De�ne the conditional probability given A by:8B 2 FA; P(BjA) = P(B)

P(A) :
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Markov nets 23If (U;F;P) is a probability space, still following the usual terminology, we de�ne the(mathematical) expectation of a real-valued nonnegative random variable f as its integral,denoted by E(f), so that E(f) = R
 f(!) dP(!). If G is a sub-�-algebra of F, for every non-negative F-measurable real-valued function f , there exists a G-measurable function g suchthat E(fh) = E(gh) for every nonnegative G-measurable real-valued function h. Function gis unique up to a set of probability zero, it is called the conditional expectation of f given G,denoted by E(f jG).Isomorphisms of Probability Spaces. Let (U;F;P) and (V;G;Q) be two probabilityspaces. We say that they are isomorphic if there are two measurable subsets U 0 � Uand V 0 � V such that P(U 0) = 1 and Q(V 0) = 1, and a bi-measurable bijective mapping' : U 0 ! V 0 such that: 'P = Q; '�1Q = P:In the above equations, P and Q must be understood as their restriction to the induced�-algebras FU 0 and GV 0 respectively.4.2 Probabilistic Event StructuresAn event structure E naturally de�nes a measurable space as follows. Consider �rst, for anycon�guration v of E, the following nonempty subset of 
E :S(v) =def f! 2 
E : ! � vg :S(v) is called the shadow of v. We de�ne the Borel �-algebra of 
E as the �-algebragenerated by the collection of shadows S(v), where v ranges over the �nite con�gurationsof E. This is indeed the Borel �-algebra generated by the Scott topology on 
 (see [1,Ch.2, III-1.1] for details). Unless otherwise speci�ed, 
E is always equipped with the Borel�-algebra, and thus we simply omit it.The following de�nition has already been considered in [15, 6, 1], see also the probabilisticruns of [14].De�nition 4.1 (probabilistic event structure, likelihood) A probabilistic eventstructure is a pair (E;P) where E is an event structure and P is a probability measure onthe space 
 of maximal con�gurations of E.If (E;P) is a probabilistic event structure, we de�ne the likelihood of P as the real-valuedfunction p : V ! R de�ned by: 8v 2 V ; p(v) = P
�S(v)�:We say that a probabilistic event structure (E;P) is positive if we have:8v 2 V ; p(v) > 0:
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24 S. Abbes & A. BenvenisteNext, consider a probabilistic event structure (E;P) and de�ne the following two notions:1. Restriction to stopping pre�xes. Let B be a stopping pre�x of E, and let �B :
 ! 
B be the mapping de�ned by �B(!) = ! \ B, which is well de�ned accordingto Lemma 3.1. �B is a measurable mapping. We de�ne the probability PB on 
B by:
PB = �BP;image of P under �B . In particular, if B is a �nite stopping pre�x, (
B ;PB) is a �niteprobability space, and we have:8v 2 
B ; PB(v) = P

�S(v)�:2. Probabilistic future. Let v be a �nite con�guration of E such that p(v) > 0. S(v) isthen a measurable subset of 
 with positive probability. It is thus equipped with theconditional probability, denoted by Pv, and de�ned as follows, for A a measurablesubset of S(v):
Pv(A) = 1p(v)P(A) :Consider the bijective and bi-measurable mapping:�v : S(v)! 
Ev ; ! 7! ! 	 v:We still denote by Pv the probability on 
Ev , image of Pv under �v . For every �nitecon�guration v with p(v) > 0, we de�ne the probabilistic event structure (Ev ;Pv) thusobtained as the probabilistic future of v. The likelihood pv of (Ev;Pv) is given by:8w 2 VEv ; pv(w) = 1p(v)p(v � w): (12)4.3 Locally Randomized Event StructuresWe have shown in [3] that a probabilistic event structure can be naturally de�ned from thenew notion of locally randomized event structure. We recall this construction.De�nition 4.2 (locally randomized event structure) A locally randomized eventstructure is a pair (E; (px)x2X), where X is the set of branching cells of E, and for eachx 2 X, px is a probability on 
x. Say that �E; (px)x2X� is positive if8x 2 XE ; 8z 2 
x; px(z) > 0:Observe that, in this de�nition, the probabilities px are �nite probabilities since branch-ing cells are �nite by Theorem 3.1, point 1, and thus every 
x is a fortiori �nite. LetIrisa



Markov nets 25�E; (px)x2X� be a locally randomized event structure. For B a �nite stopping pre�x of E,we set: 8!B 2 
B ; QB(!B) = Yx2�(!B) px(!B \ x); (13)which is well de�ned since, according to Theorem 3.1, point 3, !B \ x 2 
x. Remark that,if B = B0(E) is the max-initial stopping pre�x of E, then QB coincides with the productprobability on 
B :
QB = Ox2�E(;) px :This is the probabilistic counterpart of decomposition 
B = Qx2�(;) 
x , stated in Equa-tion (8), point 2 of Theorem 3.1. The product form of probability QB manifests that \localactions" associated to initial stopping pre�xes x 2 �(;) are independent in the probabilis-tic sense. The family (QB)B makes E a probabilistic event structure, as expressed by thefollowing theorem:Theorem 4.1 (distributed product) Let �E; (px)x2X� be a locally randomizedevent structure.1. Distributed Product and Distributed Probabilities. There exists a unique prob-abilistic event structure (E;P) such that PB = QB for every �nite stopping pre�xB � E, where PB denotes the restriction �BP of P to 
B. The probability P is calledthe distributed product of the family (px)x2X , written:

P = Odistx2X px:For every �nite R-stopped con�guration v, we have:p(v) = Yx2�(v) px(v \ x): (14)In particular, the locally randomized event structure �E; (px)x2X� is positive if andonly if the probabilistic event structure (E;P) is positive. Probabilities P arising froma distributed product are called distributed probabilities.2. Restriction to stopping pre�xes. For every stopping pre�x B � E, the restriction
PB = �BP coincides with the distributed product of the family (px)x2XB , which is therestriction of (px)x2X to the branching cells of B:

PB = Odistx2XB px :
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26 S. Abbes & A. Benveniste3. Probabilistic future. Assume that �E; (px)x2X� is positive, so that (E;P) is a posi-tive probabilistic event structure. Then for every �nite R-stopped con�guration v, theprobabilistic future (Ev;Pv) coincides with the distributed product of the locally ran-domized event structure �Ev ; (px)x2Xv�, obtained by restricting family (px)x2X to setXv of all branching cells of Ev:8v 2 WE ; Pv = Odistx2Xv px :Remark. Point 2 is almost immediate. We mention it explicitly to underline the sym-metry with point 3. Formula (14) extends (13) from stopped con�gurations to R-stoppedcon�gurations. Formula (14) also shows that, for confusion-free event structures, the valua-tions with independence de�ned in [14] are equivalently de�ned as functions of the form (14)associated with distributed products.Corollary 4.1 Let �E; (px)x2X� be a locally randomized event structure, and let (E;P)be the associated distributed product. For any �nite and compatible R-stopped con�gurationsv and w, if we set u = v \ w, we have:p(v [ w) = 1p(u) p(v) p(w):In words, two compatible con�gurations v and w are probabilistically independent con-ditionally on their common past. This property expresses that \concurrency matches prob-abilistic independence", at the grain of branching cells [3]. The fact that branching cells areminimal with this property is discussed in [3].On the other hand, if a distributed probability P on 
E is positive, it is shown in [3]that there is a unique locally randomized event structure �E; (px)x2X� such that P is thedistributed product of (px)x2X .5 Markov NetsIn this section, we apply the previous probabilistic constructions to event structures arisingfrom the unfolding of safe Petri nets. Recall that such an event structure E is labeled by thetransitions of the considered net. It is therefore natural to consider the subclass of associatedlocally randomized event structures such that the labeling x 7! px, of the branching cellsx of E by local probability px, conforms the labeling of events. That is, we require thatthe locally randomized event structures �E; (px)x2X� satis�es px = px0 whenever x; x0 arebranching cells isomorphic when seen as labeled event structures. This leads to the notionof Markov net, a proper generalization of discrete Markov chains to true-concurrent systems(see x5.2 for a detailed discussion of the latter claim).For the unfolding of a safe Petri net, equivalence classes of branching cells up to isomor-phism of labeled event structures are �nitely many. We call them dynamic clusters. We shallIrisa



Markov nets 27argue that dynamic clusters are an appropriate concept of local state, for Petri nets. Themain theorem of this section, the Law of Large Numbers (LLN) for Markov nets, supportsthis claim. Indeed, we show that the LLN holds and generalizes the LLN for Markov chains,provided that the set of dynamic clusters is taken as the state space.Local �niteness of the unfolding is assumed. This is a non-trivial restriction on the net,although this class of Petri nets is strictly larger than the classes of free-choice or confusion-free nets. As was said in the Introduction, key elements of our approach remain valid in amore general setting|see Lemma 7.1 and the comment that follows.5.1 De�nition and First Properties of Markov NetsN generically denotes a safe Petri net. Denote by E the canonical event structure thatunfolds N (as recalled in x3.1). For v a �nite con�guration of E, we denote by (v) themarking reached in N after the action of con�guration v. If m is a reachable marking, wedenote by Nm the safe Petri net identical to N , except that N has m as initial marking.We also denote by Em the unfolding of Nm.It is well known that, if v is a �nite con�guration of E, there is a unique isomorphism oflabeled event structures Em ! Ev (see a proof in [1, Ch.5, I-2.5]). This makes the notationEm coherent with our previous notation Ev for the future of con�gurations, so that we canwrite Ev = E(v). We can also rewrite it as follows:8v; v0 2 VE ; (v) = (v0)) Ev = Ev0 : (15)Finally, for m a reachable marking, we denote by m the map that is de�ned on the posetof �nite con�gurations of Em and such that m(w) is the marking reached by w frommarking m, for w 2 VEm .Recall that two T -labeled event structures (E; �) and (E0; �0), i.e., two event structuresequipped with mappings � : E ! T and �0 : E0 ! T 0 are said to be isomorphic if there is amapping � : E ! E0 such that:1. 8e; e0 2 E, e � e0 () �(e) � �(e0) and e#e0 () �(e)#�(e0);2. �0 = � � �.Since the reachable markings are �nitely many, the futures Ev = E(v) are �nitely manyup to isomorphism of labeled event structures. Since each set of branching cells �E(v) is�nite, it follows then from De�nition 3.5 that branching cells of E are �nitely many, up toan isomorphism of labeled event structures.De�nition 5.1 (dynamic cluster) An isomorphism class of branching cells is calleda dynamic cluster of N . We denote by � the (�nite) set of dynamic clusters of N . Dynamicclusters are generically denoted by the boldface symbol s. The equivalence class of branchingcell x is denoted by hxi.
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28 S. Abbes & A. BenvenisteRemark. It is shown in [4] that, if the event structure is confusion-free, branching cellscan be interpreted as the events of a new event structure, called choice structure. The set ofdynamic clusters � is then a �nite alphabet that labels the choice structure. Under certainconditions, the labeled event structure obtained is actually itself the unfolding of a safe Petrinet, called the choice net. The interested reader is referred to [4] for further details.Lemma 5.1 If x and x0 are two isomorphic branching cells of the unfolding E, thenthe isomorphism x! x0 is unique.Proof. Let v be a �nite R-stopped con�guration of E such that x 2 �E(v). Let m be the setof places b of N such that there is an event e 2 x, minimal in x, and with b F �(e); i.e., b isin the preset of �(e). Consider the subnet N 0 of N with same sets of places and transitions,but with initial marking m0. Then the unfolding F of N 0 has a unique initial stoppingpre�x y, isomorphic to x. By the uniqueness property of unfoldings, the isomorphism x! yis unique.Symmetrically, there is a unique isomorphism x0 ! y. Hence the isomorphism x! x0 isunique, which completes the proof of the lemma.As a consequence, for every dynamic cluster s and every pair of branching cells x; x0 2 s,there exists a canonical bijection �x;x0 : 
x ! 
x0 , namely, the bijection induced by theunique isomorphism x! x0. Hence, we can consistently consider the space 
s. In particular,we may de�ne a real-valued function g : 
s ! R, by means of a family of functions (gx)x2s,gx : 
x ! R, such that gx = gx0 � �x;x0 for all x; x0 2 s. This is what is meant in thefollowing de�nition, for the probability ps on 
s seen as a function on 
s.De�nition 5.2 (Markov net, local transition probabilities) A Markov net is apair �N ; (ps)s2��, where N is a �nite safe Petri net with locally �nite unfolding, and ps isa probability on the �nite set 
s for every s 2 �. Probability ps is called the local transitionprobability attached to s 2 �. We assume moreover the following:8s 2 �; 8z 2 
s; ps(z) > 0:A Markov net �N ; (ps)s2�� induces a locally randomized event structure (E; (px)x2X) bysetting px = phxi for every branching cell x 2 XE ; in turn, the distributed product P of thefamily (px)x2X de�nes a probabilistic event structure (E;P). Furthermore, this probabilisticevent structure is positive, according to point 3 in Theorem 4.1.Note that, if net N is composed of two disjoint, and thus non interacting nets N =N1 [N2, then the two components Ni; i 2 f1; 2g are independent in the probabilistic sense,i.e., P = P1 
 P2: once again, \probabilistic independence matches concurrency".Theorem 5.1 (Homogeneity) Let (N ; (ps)s2�) be a Markov net, and let P be theassociated distributed probability on 
. For v a �nite R-stopped con�guration of E, we usethe notations (v) and N (v) introduced above, and we let �(v) denote the set of dynamicclusters of N (v).
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Markov nets 29For any v 2 W, the probabilistic future (Ev ;Pv) is associated with Markov net(N (v); (ps)s2�(v) ). Moreover we have:8v; v0 2 W ; (v) = (v0)) Pv = Pv0 : (16)Proof. According to Theorem 4.1, point 3, we have, for v 2 WE :
P = Odistx2X px; Pv = Odistx2Xv px ;where Xv is the set of branching cells of Ev . Therefore, Pv is indeed the distributed productassociated with the Markov net (N (v); (ps)s2�(v) ).For v; v0 2 W with (v) = (v0), let ' : Ev ! Ev0 denote the unique isomorphism oflabeled event structures. We denote by � : Xv ! Xv0 the induced bijection between thetwo sets of branching cells. We have:
Pv = Odistx2Xv px = Odisty2Xv0 p��1(y); (17)by the change of variable x = ��1(y), which is allowed since � is bijective. For everybranching cell x 2 Xv, the restriction '��x : x ! �(x), with x 2 Xv, does not change theclass of branching cell. Hence, up to isomorphism of branching cells, '��x is the identity map.Therefore p��1(y) = py for every y 2 Xv0 . Hence, from (17), we get:

Pv = Odisty2Xv0 py = Pv0 :This completes the proof of the theorem.Equation (16) expresses that the memory of Markov nets is entirely summarized by thecurrent marking: the probabilistic future of a v 2 W only depends on the �nal marking (v),and not on the entire history v. It is the probabilistic counterpart of Equation (15). In thesetting of Markov chains, this is equivalent to the time-invariance property of the transitionmatrix, characteristic of homogeneous Markov chains (see e.g., [7, 13]). An important con-sequence of homogeneity, for Markov chains, is the so-called strong Markov property ; see ageneralization for Markov nets in [2].It will be convenient to use the following terminology and notation:De�nition 5.3 (recursively stopped marking) We say that a marking m is recur-sively stopped if there is a �nite recursively stopped con�guration v such that (v) = m. Theset of recursively stopped markings is denoted by Mrs.Thanks to property (16), we may de�ne for each m 2 Mrs, the probabilistic eventstructure (Em;Pm), by de�ning Pm as the probability Pv on 
Em , whenever v is a �niteR-stopped con�guration such that (v) = m. Moreover, Theorem 5.1 says that Pm is theprobability associated with the Markov net �Nm; (ps)s2�m�.PI n�1753



30 S. Abbes & A. Benveniste5.2 Markov Nets as a Generalization of Markov ChainsFor further referencing it will be useful to see how Markov nets are a generalization ofMarkov chains. To this end, we construct for each Markov chain a canonical Markov netthat simulates the chain.Let (Xn)n�0 be a Markov chain de�ned on a �nite state space P , with transitionmatrix (�i;j)(i;j)2P�P and initial state s0. Consider the following safe Petri net N =(P; T; F;m0). The set of places P coincides with the set of states of the chain, andm0 = fs0g.The set T of transitions is de�ned by this rule: T � P � P , with:8(i; j) 2 P � P; (i; j) 2 T () �i;j > 0:Then the ow relation F � (P � T ) [ (T � P ) is naturally de�ned by:8(i; j) 2 P � P; (i; j) 2 T ) i F (i; j) and (i; j)F j:Each reachable marking of N is a singleton, and there is a one-to-one and onto correspon-dence between paths of the chain and �ring sequences of the net. The unfolding of N is atree. It is thus clear that the set � of dynamic clusters of N is given by � = fsi; i 2 Pg,with: 8i 2 P; si = f(i; j); j 2 P such that (i; j) 2 Tg:Hence, for Markov chains, dynamic clusters identify with states of the chain.To de�ne a Markov net �N ; (ps)s2��, it remains only to de�ne the family of local transi-tion probabilities (ps)s2�. This is done as follows, using the fact that maximal con�gurationsof a cluster si identify with the transitions (i; j) of si:8i 2 P; 8j 2 P; (i; j) 2 si ) psi(i; j) = �i;j :That is, local transition probabilities are given by the rows of the transition matrix. Remarkthat we have by construction ps(z) > 0, for all s 2 � and z 2 
s.Finally, we must prove that, if (
;F;P) is the probability space associated with the runsof Markov net �N ; (ps)s2��, and if (�;G;Q) is the probability space associated with theruns of the Markov chain (Xn)n�0, there is an isomorphism of probability spaces:(
;F;P)! (�;G;Q):This can be done by hand, by checking that formula (14) that de�nes the likelihood functionfor the Markov net coincides with the equivalent for the Markov chain. But this is also aconsequence of the more general result stated in Lemma 7.1 below, x7.1.5.3 Recurrent NetsRecurrent Markov chains are chains in which almost every trajectory returns in�nitely oftento the initial state. As a generalization, recurrent Markov nets will be nets in which almostIrisa



Markov nets 31every �ring sequence returns in�nitely often to the initial marking. The above statementcalls for distinguishing between two types of returns: \global" returns, where all tokens mustleave the initial marking before returning to it, and \local" returns, where some \minimal"amount of tokens move. Global return is investigated next; the study of local return ispostponed to x7.3.De�nition 5.4 (return operator) Let m0 be the initial marking of N . We de�nethe return operator R on 
 as follows: for every ! 2 
,R(!) = minfv 2 WE : v � !; (v) = m0; Min(E) \Min(Ev) = ;g ; (18)with the convention that R(!) = ! if the set of such v is empty.The condition min(E)\Min(Ev) = ; says that con�guration v has moved all the tokensin the net. In other words, we do not allow the return to leave some part of the markinguntouched, while acting on the other tokens.It is well known that, if v; v0 are two compatible con�gurations such that (v) = (v0) =m0, then (v \ v0) = m0. Furthermore, the intersection of compatible R-stopped con�gu-rations is still R-stopped thanks to Theorem 3.1, point 5. Finally, it is also readily checkedthat the intersection of con�gurations satisfying the condition Min(E) \Min(Ev) = ; alsosatis�es this condition. Therefore, if the set of con�gurations in the right member of (18) isnonempty, the minimum is well de�ned and is �nite.The study of properties of R is postponed to x7.2. For the moment, we de�ne thesuccessive returns by:R0 = ;; 8n > 0; Rn(!) = Rn�1(!)�R�! nRn�1(!)�;with the convention that Rn(!) = ! if Rn�1(!) = !. We mention without proof that thesuccessive returns (Rn)n�0 are all �nite with probability either 0 or 1 [2], which extends tonets a classical result for Markov chains.De�nition 5.5 (recurrent nets) We say that a Markov net �N ; (ps)s2�� is recurrentif the successive returns satisfy Rn(!) 6= ! for all n � 0, with probability 1.If the considered net is a simulated Markov chain, as described in x5.2, then this de�nitionof recurrence reduces to the classical notion of recurrence for Markov chains [7, 13], and theRn are the nth returns to the initial state of the chain. Also, the following lemma extendsa classical result for Markov chains [2]:Lemma 5.2 If �N ; (ps)s2�� is a recurrent Markov net, then (Nm; (ps)s2�m) is recur-rent for every m 2Mrs, and �m = �.6 The Law of Large Numbers (LLN)For our study of the Law of Large Numbers, we focus on recurrent nets.PI n�1753



32 S. Abbes & A. Benveniste6.1 What is the proper notion of LLN, for Markov nets?For �nite recurrent Markov chains, the LLN states as follows. Let � be the �nite statespace of a Markov chain (Xk)k�1, and let f : �! R be a test function. The sums Sn(f) =Pnk=1 f(Xk) are called ergodic sums, and the LLN studies the limit, for n!1, of theergodic means : Mn(f) = 1nSn(f). In extending the LLN to Markov net N , we are facedwith two di�culties:1. What is the proper concept of state? What are the associated ergodic sums?2. What replaces counter n, since time is not totally ordered?Corresponding answers are:1. The set � of dynamic clusters of N is taken as the state space|see the discussionof x5.2.2. For v a R-stopped con�guration, the number of branching cells contained in �(v) istaken as the \duration" of v.Since we consider dynamic clusters as our state space, test functions are simply functionsde�ned on �:De�nition 6.1 (state functions) If � denotes the set of dynamic clusters of anet N , we call state function any real-valued function f : �! R.State function form a vector space of �nite dimension (=Card(�)). The concurrentergodic sums associated with a state function f : �! R are de�ned as the function hf; �i:hf; �i :W ! R; 8v 2 W ; hf; vi = Xx2�(v) f(x) ;where we recall that hxi denotes the dynamic cluster de�ned by the class of branching cell x.The scalar product notation is justi�ed since hf; vi is linear w.r.t. its left argument for theusual addition of functions, and additive w.r.t. its right argument for the concatenation �of con�gurations.Example. Let 1 be the unit state function, de�ned by:8s 2 �; 1(s) = 1: (19)Then h1; vi counts the number of branching cells contained in �(v). This example will beof repeated use in the sequel.The concurrent ergodic means M(f; � ) :W ! R associated with a state function f arede�ned as the following ratios:8v 2 W ; M(f; v) = 1h1; vi hf; vi: Irisa



Markov nets 33The LLN is concerned by the limit: limv�!;v!!M(f; v) ;where this limit is meant in a sense we shall make precise. The following notion of stoppingoperator will be central in this respect. Stopping operators generalize for concurrent systemsthe classical notion of stopping times [13, 7] for sequential stochastic processes in discretetime; see [2] for a detailed discussion.De�nition 6.2 (stopping operator, regular sequences) A measurable mappingV : 
 ! W, satisfying V (!) � ! for all ! 2 
, is called a stopping operator if for all!; !0 2 
, we have: 8!; !0 2 
; !0 � V (!)) V (!0) = V (!): (20)Say that a sequence (Vn)n�1 of stopping operators is regular if the following properties aresatis�ed:1. Vn � Vn+1 for all n, and Sn Vn(!) = !, with probability 1;2. There exists a constant k > 0 such that:8n � 1; h1; Vn(!)i � k � n; with probability 1;where 1 is the unit state function de�ned in (19).Example. Stopping pre�xes as stopping operators. As an example, let B be a stoppingpre�x of E. Then the map VB : 
 ! 
B , ! 7! ! \ B, is a stopping operator. Indeed,VB(!) is R-stopped, and VB(!) � !. Finally, let !; !0 2 
 such that !0 � VB(!). Then!0 \B � ! \B. But, since ! \B is maximal in B, it implies that !0 \B = ! \B, which isexactly VB(!0) = VB(!). Hence VB is indeed a stopping operator, as announced.Not all stopping operators may be represented by this way. However, if the net arisesfrom a Markov chain as in x5.2, then every stopping operator can be represented by astopping pre�x.We use stopping operators to express the notion of convergence as follows:De�nition 6.3 (convergence of ergodic means) For f a state function, we saythat the ergodic means M(f; � ) converge to a function � : 
! R if for every regular se-quence (Vn)n�1 of stopping operators,limn!1M(f; Vn(!)) = �(!); with probability 1: (21)The important point of this de�nition is that the limit � does not depend on the regularsequence of stopping operators. It is thus intrinsic to f and P.
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34 S. Abbes & A. BenvenisteRemark. The need for synchronization. Concurrency prevents (21) from holding forgeneral recurrent Markov nets, as the following example shows. Assume that N decomposesas a disjoint union N = N 1 [ N 2, i.e., the two components N 1 and N 2 do not interact atall. The unfolding E of net N is the union of the unfoldings E1 and E2 of nets N 1 and N 2respectively, and the set of dynamic clusters � of N is the union of the sets �1 and �2 ofdynamic clusters of N 1 and N 2. We assume that both nets N 1 and N 2 are recurrent. Letf be the state function de�ned by:8s 2 �; f(s) = (1; if s 2 �1,0; if s 2 �2.The associated ergodic sums hf; vi count the number of occurrences of dynamic clusters from�1 in v. As shown by Lemma 6.1 below, there are two regular sequences V i = (V in)n�0, ofstopping operators of N i respectively, for i = 1; 2, such that for some constants k;K > 0:i = 1; 2; 8n > 1; k � n � h1; V ini � K � n:De�ne, for n > 1, Vn = V 1n [ V 2[logn], where [logn] denotes the greatest integer less thanlogn. De�ne symmetrically Wn = V 1[log n] [ V 2n . Then (Vn)n>1 and (Wn)n>1 are two regularsequences of stopping operators of E. We compute the ergodic means of f along each of thesequences (Vn)n>1 and (Wn)n>1. We have:M(f; Vn) =M(f; V 1n [ V 2[log(n)]) = h1; V 1n ih1; V 1n i+ h1; V 2[log(n)]i� knKn+K[log(n)] �!n!1 kK > 0:On the other hand:M(f;Wn) =M(f; V 1[log(n)] [ V 2n ) = h1; V 1[log(n)]ih1; V 1n i+ h1; V 2[log(n)]i� K[log(n)]kn+ k[log(n)] �!n!1 0:Hence, the limit of the ergodic means depends on the particular regular sequence of stoppingoperators chosen. Thus, the convergence of ergodic means does not hold in the sense ofDe�nition 6.3.Clearly, the concurrency properties ofN is the very cause of this di�culty in the example;more precisely, the total absence of synchronization brings this behavior. We show below\how much synchronization" is needed for the LLN to be valid.The existence of regular sequences of stopping operators results from the following lemma.Recall that we have de�ned in x3.6 the normal decomposition (Vn(!); Zn+1(!))n�0 of amaximal con�guration !. Since Vn and Zn are (measurable) mappings de�ned on 
, wenow see this sequence as a sequence of operators, as in De�nition 6.2. Irisa



Markov nets 35Lemma 6.1 For every n � 0, the mapping ! 7! Vn(!) resulting from the normaldecomposition of maximal con�guration ! is a stopping operator. There is a constant K > 0such that: 8n � 0; h1; Vni � K � n: (22)If the net is recurrent, then (Vn)n�0 is a regular sequence of stopping operators.Proof. By construction,Vn(!) � ! for all ! 2 
. We prove the other point of the de�nitionof stopping operators, stated by Equation (20) in De�nition 6.2, by induction on n � 0.This is trivial for n = 0; assume that Equation (20) holds for Vn until n � 0. Let !; !0 2 
such that !0 � Vn+1(!). Then in particular !0 � Vn(!), so that Vn(!0) = Vn(!) by theinduction hypothesis. Put v = Vn(!), � = ! 	 v and �0 = !0 	 v, so that �; �0 2 
Ev . Wehave: Zn+1(!0) = �0 \B0(Ev) � � \ B0(Ev):Since � \B0(Ev) is a stopping operator of 
Ev , since it is de�ned by means of the stoppingpre�x B0(Ev), it follows that Zn+1(!0) = �0 \ B0(Ev) = � \ B0(Ev) = Zn+1(!). Finally,Vn+1(!0) = Vn(!0) � Zn+1(!0) = Vn+1(!), which completes the proof of (20). This showsthat every Vn is a stopping operator.We now show Equation (22). According to Equation (10) in Theorem 5, we have:8n > 0; �(Vn) = �(Vn�1) [�(Zn); �(Vn�1) \�(Zn) = ;;with � the covering map. Therefore:8n � 0; h1; Vni = Card��(Vn)� = nXi=1 Card��(Zi)�: (23)As observed in x 3.5, since Zi has the form Zi = Sx2�E(Vi�1) Zi \ x with Zi \ x 2 
x forx 2 �E(Vi�1), the covering �(Zi) is given by �(Zi) = �E(Vi�1). Therefore, according topoint 2b of Theorem 3.1, there is a constantK such that Card(�(Zi)) � K. Hence it followsfrom (23) that: 8n � 0; h1; Vni � K � n;which is (22).Now we show that, if N is recurrent, (Vn)n�0 is a regular sequence of stopping operators.It is clear that Vn � Vn+1 for all n � 0. Moreover, according to Theorem 3.2, Sn�0 Vn(!) =!. Hence point 1 in De�nition 6.2 is satis�ed.Since N is recurrent (De�nition 5.5), with probability 1, ! is in�nite since it containsin�nitely many returns to the initial marking. Therefore, for each i � 0, Vi is not maximal,and thus B0(EVi) 6= ;. In particular, Card��(Zi+1)� � 1. Hence, using Equation (23), weobtain h1; Vni � n, for all n � 0. Hence (Vn)n�0 satis�es the de�nition of a regular sequenceof stopping operators with k = 1. This completes the proof of the lemma.PI n�1753



36 S. Abbes & A. Benveniste6.2 A Probabilistic Measure of Synchronization and the LLNIf, in an execution ! 2 
, we block a token in some place b, we measure the \loss of syn-chronization" of the system by counting the number of branching cells that can be traversedwithout moving the blocked token. This length de�nes an integer random variable. A rea-sonable assumption is that this random variable has �nite mean. We detail this de�nitionbelow.Let m be a reachable marking of a Markov net �N ; (ps)s2��, with m 2 Mrs, and let bbe a place of m. Denote by �(e) the transition of N that labels an event e 2 E. Consideran element ! 2 
Em , and de�ne:Km(b; !) = supfv 2 WEm : v � !; 8e 2 v; �(e) =2 b�g;where b� denotes the postset of b (i.e., the set of transitions t in N directly after b). Km(b; !)describes the maximal R-stopped sub-con�guration that ! allows without using the tokenin b. Next, de�ne the integer Lm(b; !) by:8! 2 
Em ; Lm(b; !) = (1 ; if Km(b; !) is in�nite,h1;Km(b; !)i; otherwise.Hence Lm(b; !) counts the number of branching cells of Km(b; !). It is thus a measure ofnon-synchronization at !: the larger Lm(b; !), the more sub-processes of ! can progresswithout synchronizing with b. For each recursively stopped marking m, and each b 2 m,Lm(b; �) is now an integer random variable 
Em ! N[f1g. Its integral is thus well-de�ned,although it may be in�nite. We shall thus consider the following de�nition:De�nition 6.4 (integrable concurrency height) Say that Markov net�N ; (ps)s2�� has integrable concurrency height if for each m 2 Mrs, and for eachplace b 2 m:
Em�Lm(b; �)� <1;where Em denotes the mathematical expectation under probability Pm.Examples. Clearly, the example given above of a net consisting of the union N 1[N 2 oftwo non-interacting and recurrent nets has not integrable concurrency height. In contrast,if a Markov net arises from of Markov chain through the construction of x5.2, then theintegrable concurrency height condition is automatically ful�lled, since the variablesLm(b; � )identically vanish. On the other hand, the two nets depicted in Figure 9 have integrableconcurrency height.Theorem 6.1 (Law of Large Numbers) Let (N ; (ps)s2�) be a Markov net, that weassume recurrent and with integrable concurrency height. Then:1. For any state function f , the ergodic means M(f; � ) converge in the sense of De�ni-tion 6.3 to a function �(f; � ) : 
! R. Irisa
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(a)
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76540123ddJJJJJJJJJJ 76540123 66nnnnnnnnnnnnnnFigure 9: Two recurrent Markov nets with integrable concurrency height. Places with samelabels (A and B) are identi�ed. In (a), the random variables Lm(b; � ) are bounded. Thiscondition is too restrictive in general, as shown by the example (b), where the randomvariables Lm(b; � ) are integrable without being bounded.
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38 S. Abbes & A. Benveniste2. Except possibly on a set of zero probability, �(f; � ) = �(f) is constant. There existsa family of numbers (�(s))s2� such that, for every state function f : � ! R, theconstant �(f) is given by: �(f) =Xs2��(s)f(s): (24)3. The coe�cients �(s) satisfy:8s 2 �; 0 < �(s) � 1; and Xs2��(s) = 1:Hence (�(s))s2� de�nes a probability on �, we call it the stationary measure of theMarkov net.The proof of the theorem is the topic of x7. A closed look at the proof shows that it isenough, for Theorem 6.1 to hold, that the probability P satis�es the homogeneity condition;the stronger property that P is distributed is not required.6.3 Interpretation of the Stationary MeasureWe give an interpretation of the coe�cients �(s) mentioned in Theorem 6.1. For everys 2 �, the coe�cient �(s) shall be considered as the asymptotic rate of occurrence of s in atypical execution ! 2 
. Indeed, consider, for s0 2 �, the state function 1s0 de�ned by:8s 2 �; 1s0(s) = (1; if s = s0,0; otherwise. (25)The ergodic sums h1s0 ; vi count, for v 2 W , the number of occurrences of s0 in v. Applyingthe LLN to 1s0 , we get that, for every regular sequence of stopping operators (Vn)n�0, andwith probability 1:limn!1 number of occurrences of s0 in Vnnumber of branching cells in Vn = limn!1 h1s0 ; Vnih1; Vni= limn!1M(1s0 ; Vn) = �(1s0) = �(s0): (26)The expression (26) shows that �(s0) is the asymptotic occurrence rate of s0 in a typical !,whatever the regular sequence of stopping operators Vn is. This justi�es the name of densitycoe�cient.If the net arises from a recurrent Markov chain through the construction of x5.2, thenthe integrable concurrency height is satis�ed, as already seen, and thus the theorem applies.The stationary measure of the net coincides with the stationary measure of the chain, inthe usual sense. This again reveals that dynamic clusters play the role of local states forconcurrent systems. Irisa



Markov nets 39We now examine an example that reveals that the LLN stated in Theorem 6.1 is not �neenough to describe the asymptotic behavior of Markov nets. We will thus need to re�ne it.Let �N ; (ps)s2�� be a Markov net, recurrent and with integrable concurrency height asin Theorem 6.1, with unfolding (E; �). Pick t and t0 two transitions of N . For v a �niteR-stopped con�guration of E, let rt;t0(v) be the ratio of occurrences of t and t0 in v. Thatis: rt;t0(v) = Cardfe 2 v : �(e) = tgCardfe 2 v : �(e) = t0g : (27)We would like to know if this ratio has a limit when v grows to some ! 2 
E . This wouldtell us how much, asymptotically, transition t �res as compared to t0. However, the ratiort;t0(v) cannot be expressed as a ratio of the form hf; vi�hf 0; vi, where f and f 0 would bestate functions. Indeed, the occurrence of transition t and t0 in an element z 2 
s, with s adynamic cluster, depends on z, and not on s only. Hence state functions are not �ne enoughto evaluate quantities of the type rt;t0(v). This is the reason why we introduce extendedstate functions.6.4 Extended state functions and the Extended LLNWe begin with the de�nition.De�nition 6.5 (extended state function) We call extended state function a �nitefamily f = �f(s; � )�s2� of real-valued functions f(s; � ) : 
s ! R, where s 2 �.Extended state functions extend state functions: indeed, a state function f : � ! R issimply an extended state function that is constant on every 
s. That is, f(s; z) = f(s) forall s 2 � and z 2 
s. In particular, we keep the notation 1 to denote the unit extendedstate function, de�ned by 1(s; z) = 1 for all s 2 � and z 2 
s.Ergodic sums and means of extended state functions are de�ned in a way that extendsthe de�nition of ergodic sums and means for state functions. The ergodic sum of an extendedstate function f along a �nite R-stopped con�guration v is de�ned by:hf; vi = Xx2�(v) f(hxi; v \ x);and the ergodic means are de�ned by:8v 2 WE ; M(f; v) = hf; vih1; vi :If f is an extended state function, we de�ne the convergence of the ergodic means M(f; � )to a function � : 
! R as in De�nition 6.3 for state functions.
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40 S. Abbes & A. BenvenisteExample. The ratios of the form rt;t0(v) de�ned in (27) can be expressed by ergodicmeans of extended state functions. Indeed, consider the extended state functions Nt andNt0 de�ned by: 8s 2 �; 8z 2 
s; Nt(s; z) = Cardfe 2 z : �(e) = tg; (28)and similarly for Nt0 . Then, for v �nite and R-stopped, the ratio rt;t0(v) is given by:rt;t0(v) = hNt; vihNt0 ; vi = hNt; vih1; vi � h1; vihNt0 ; vi = M(Nt; v)M(Nt0 ; v) : (29)Hence, if we know that ergodic means of extended state functions have a limit, we shallconclude that the ratios rt;t0(v) also have a limit. This is the topic of the following result,which proof is postponed in x7.Theorem 6.2 (extended LLN) Let �N ; (ps)s2�� be a Markov net, that we assumerecurrent and with integrable concurrency height. Let (�(s))s2� denote the stationary mea-sure of the Markov net.Then for every extended state function f , the ergodic means M(f; � ) converge to a func-tion �(f; � ) : 
! R. Moreover, �(f; � ) = �(f) is constant with probability 1, given by:�(f) =Xs2��(s)ps(f); with: ps(f) = Xz2
s ps(z)f(s; z); s 2 �: (30)Remark that, in case of an extended state function de�ned by a state function, theexpression (30) giving �(f) extends the expression (24) of the �rst LLN. Indeed, sincef(s; � ) = f(s) is constant for every s, and since ps sums up to 1, ps(f) = f(s) and thus�(f) =Ps2� �(s)f(s).We shall now complete the example of ratios rt;t0 de�ned in (27). Using Equations (29)and (30), we have for every regular sequence (Vn)n�0 of stopping operators, and with prob-ability 1: limn!1 rt;t0(Vn) = limn!1 M(Nt; Vn)M(Nt0 ; Vn = �(Nt)�(Nt0) ;where Nt is de�ned in (28), and Nt0 is de�ned similarly. Hence, the ratios Rt;t0 have a limitwith probability 1, and this limit is the same, with probability 1, for all ! 2 
.Remark. It is not clear how to extend the LLN, for example, to functions de�ned on\pairs of successive clusters". This is done for a Markov chain (Xn)n�0 by considering(Xn; Xn�1)n�1, which is again a Markov chain. Our attempts to get a similar constructionfor nets were not fruitful.7 Proof of the Law of Large NumbersThe aim of this section is to prove the LLN, as stated in Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. The outlineof the proof of Theorem 6.1 is as follows: Irisa



Markov nets 411. We �rst �x a particular sequence of stopping operators and examine the convergence ofergodic means along this particular sequence. We show that these ergodic means canbe expressed by ergodic means associated with some homogeneous (usual) Markovchain, de�ned over some special, huge, state space. This shows the convergence ofergodic means to a function � : 
! R for this particular sequence (Lemma 7.5).2. We show that the limit obtained remains unchanged if we modify the regular sequenceof stopping operators, and that the function � is constant with probability 1 on 
.This yields the density coe�cients (�(s))s2� (Lemma 7.5).3. We show that the coe�cients are positive, which completes the proof of Theorem 6.1(Lemma 7.6).4. Theorem 6.2 is then obtained as a corollary of Theorem 6.1.We stress the following facts: Theorem 6.1 does not use the properties of distributedprobabilities : only the homogeneity stated in Theorem 5.1 is actually used. In contrast, theproperties of distributed probabilities are used in the proof of Theorem 6.2.Prior to proceeding with the above steps of the proof, we need to introduce some newnotions, that are the topic of xx7.1{7.4. Then we focus in xx 7.5 on the proofs of the theorems.7.1 The Embedded Markov ChainWe �rst associate to each Markov net a �nite Markov chain that \codes", in a sense to bemade precise, the probabilistic behavior of the net. The chain is de�ned on a very largestate space. It is thus of little interest in practice; but it has a theoretical merit, namely, inrelating Markov nets to �nite Markov chain theory.Denote by Q the �nite set consisting of all pairs (m; z), wherem 2Mrs and z 2 
B0(Em).That is, z is maximal in the max-initial pre�x of Em. Recall form x4.1 the de�nition ofisomorphism of probability spaces.Lemma 7.1 Let �N ; (ps)s2�� be a Markov net, with Q the �nite set de�ned as above,and let (Vn)n�0 and (Zn)n>0 form the normal decomposition of maximal con�gurations.Then the sequence ((Vn); Zn+1)n�0, seen as a sequence of random variables with valuesin Q, de�nes a �nite Markov chain.If (�;G;Q) denotes the canonical probability space associated with the Markov chain,there is a natural isomorphism of probability spaces (
;F;P) ! (�;G;Q), where F denotesthe Borel �-algebra of 
.Proof. Recall the notations m, Pm, etc : : : , used in reference with the net Nm, for anyreachable marking m. For any m 2Mrs, let also Zm be the random variable Zm : 
Em !
B0(Em), � 2 
Em 7! Zm(�) = � \ B0(Em). We de�ne a transition matrix P on Q asfollows: 8(m; z); (m0; z0) 2 Q; P(m;z);(m0;z0) = I�m(z) = m0�Pm0(Zm0 = z0); (31)
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42 S. Abbes & A. Benvenistewhere I(pred) takes the value 1 if the predicate pred is true, 0 otherwise. It is clear thatP is indeed a stochastic matrix on Q, i.e.:8(m; z) 2 Q; X(m0;z0)2QP(m;z);(m0;z0) = 1:For any n � 1, let hn(m0; z1; : : : ;mn�1; zn), with (mi; zi+1) 2 Q for all i = 1; : : : ; n � 1,denote the following quantity:hn(m0; z1; : : : ;mn�1; zn) =
P
�(V0) = m0; Z1 = z1; : : : ; (Vn�1) = mn�1; Zn = zn�:We have, by the chain rule:hn(m0; z1; : : : ;mn�1; zn) = hn�1(m0; z1; : : : ;mn�2; zn�1)� Pmn�2 (zn�1)�m(V1) = mn�1; Zmn�1 = zn�= hn�1(m0; z1; : : : ;mn�2; zn�1)� I�mn�2(zn�1) = mn�1�� Pmn�1(Zmn�1 = zn)= hn�1(m1; z1; : : : ;mn�1; zn�1)� P(mn�2;zn�1);(mn�1;zn):This shows that the sequence ((Vn); Zn)n>0 is a Markov chain with transition matrix P .The initial distribution � of the chain is given by:8(m; z) 2 Q; �(m; z) = I�m = m0)P(Z1 = z); (32)where m0 is the initial marking of the net.Let (�;G;Q) be the canonical sample space associated with the Markov chain. We haveby construction a measurable map � : 
 ! �, given by �(!) = �(Vn(!)); Zn+1(!))n�0,such that �P = Q, where �P is the image probability of P by � (see x 4.1 for the de�nitionof image probability). Let us show that � is injective. Indeed, if �(!) = �mn; Zn+1)n�0,then the normal decomposition (Vn; Zn)n>0 of ! is entirely determined by (Zn)n>0, sinceV0 = ;, and Vn = Z1 � � � � � Zn for n > 0. Since ! = supn Vn by Theorem 3.2, ! is entirelydetermined by �(!), which shows that � is injective. We �nally show that � is onto. Tothis end, let (mn; zn+1)n�0 be an element of �. Consider the following sequence:v0 = ;; n > 0; vn = vn�1 � zn :We show by induction on n that vn is a con�guration of E, with (vn) = mn. This is trivialfor n = 0. To see it for n = 1, we may assume without loss of generality that �(m0; z1) > 0,since:
Q
��(m0; z1) = 0� = 0:
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Markov nets 43According to (32), this implies in particular that I(m = m0) = 1, so that z1 2 
B0(E).Hence v1 = z1 is a con�guration of E. For the same reason, we may assume thatP(m0;z1);(m1;z2) > 0. According to (31), this implies that I�m0(z1) = m1� = 1, and thus(v1) = m1, which shows the induction hypothesis for n = 1. The general case followsalong the same line. Hence (vn)n�0 is a nondecreasing sequence of con�gurations of E.Therefore v = supn�0 vn is also a con�guration of E. Let ! be any maximal con�gurationof E containing v. Then it is clear, by induction on n � 0, that the normal decomposi-tion of ! satis�es Vn(!) = vn for n � 0, Zn(!) = zn for n > 0. Hence, by Theorem 3.2,! = supn vn = v. Therefore, ! satis�es �(!) = (mn; zn+1)n�0. This shows hat � is onto aset of Q-probability 1, and completes the proof (since � is clearly bi-measurable).Comment. Lemma 7.1 is surprising: �nally, a Markov net is nothing but a specialMarkov chain, de�ned on a|huge|�nite set. However, the concurrency properties of thenet are hidden in the Markov chain representation, whereas they are clearly revealed by thenet representation. Our work indeed aims at revealing the concurrency properties of themodel from the probabilistic viewpoint.Note that this special Markov chain is still di�erent from the usual one associated with theMarking graph of the net. Our former Markov chain makes the true-concurrent probabilisticsemantics \rigid", whereas the latter relates to the interleaving semantics.Remark also that the lemma only uses the homogeneity property (16); the fact that P is adistributed product is not essential here, it is only a su�cient condition for the homogeneity.Hence the same result holds even without the local �niteness assumption, provided that theprobability has the homogeneity property. In turn, the associated Markov chain would be,in general, de�ned on an in�nite state space. This enlightens the role of the local �nitenessassumption.7.2 Preliminaries on Global RecurrenceRecall that we have de�ned in x5.3 the return operator R associated to a Markov net. Also,the successive returns are de�ned by:R0 = ;; 8n > 0; Rn(!) = Rn�1(!)�R�! 	Rn�1(!)�: (33)In case of a Markov net that reduces to a Markov chain, Rn coincides with the nth returnto the initial state. These are known to be stopping times. For general Markov nets, wehave:Lemma 7.2 If N is recurrent, the successive return operators Rn form a regular se-quence of stopping operators.Proof. The fact that every Rn is a stopping operator follows by induction from the fact thatR is a stopping operator. But this follows easily from the de�nitions (see a detailed proofin [1, Ch.6, I-1.6] or in [2]).PI n�1753



44 S. Abbes & A. BenvenisteLet ! be an element of 
 such that all Rn(!) are well-de�ned, n � 0. We haveSn�0Rn(!) � ! by construction; for the converse inclusion, let v = Sn�0Rn(!), andassume that v is not maximal. Then there is an event e minimal in Ev. But then there is aninteger n such that e is minimal in ERp(!) for all p � n. In particular, e is a minimal eventof both ERn(!) and ERn+1(!), which contradicts the de�nition of R. Hence v is maximaland thus v = !. Finally it is clear that h1; Ri � 1, and thus by induction, using (33),h1; Rni � n. This shows that (Rn)n�0 is a regular sequence of stopping operators, andcompletes the proof of the lemma.Recall that if ' : P ! Q is a measurable map, where P and Q are two sets respectivelyequipped with the �-algebras F and G, the �-algebra h'i generated by ' is de�ned byh'i = f'�1(A); A 2 Gg, and then h'i � F.Let N be a recurrent net. We may assume without loss of generality that Rn(!) is �nitefor every n � 0 (e.g., by rede�ning R(!) = ; whenever R(!) = !, note that the set of allthese ! has probability 0). Hence Rn takes its values in a set at most countable. Thereforethe associated �-algebra hRni can be described as follows:hRni = hR�1n (u); u 2 WEi ;that is, hRni is the smallest �-algebra that contains the family of subsets fR�1n (u); u 2 WEg.Furthermore, we note the following property of Rn's, which is a general property ofstopping operators: If u is a �nite R-stopped con�guration such that u = Rn(!o) for somen � 0 and !o 2 
, then we have:R�1n (u) = f! 2 
 : ! � ug: (34)Indeed, since Rn is a stopping operator by Lemma 7.2, it is enough to verify (34) for stoppingoperators; but this is an immediate consequence of point 2 in De�nition 6.2.Corollary 7.1 Assume that N is recurrent, and denote by F the Borel �-algebra on 
,and for all n � 0, by Fn the �-algebra generated by Rn. Then F = 

Fn; n � 0�, i.e.,

F coincides with the smallest �-algebra that contains all Fn, n � 0.Proof. Let G = 

Fn; n � 0�. We obviously have G � F. For the converse inclusion, recallthe notation S(u) = f! 2 
 : ! � ug. Since F is generated by the collection fS(u)g, whereu ranges over the set VE of �nite con�gurations of E, it is enough to show that S(u) 2 Gfor every u 2 VE .Let K = fRn(!); n � 0; ! 2 
g. K is at most countable, since it consists of �nitecon�gurations. Let u 2 VE . From the equality ! = supn�0Rn(!) stated in Lemma 7.2, weget: S(u) = [v2Kv�u S(v) :
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Markov nets 45Using (34), each S(v) with v 2 K can be written S(v) = R�1nv (v), where nv � 0. Thus:S(u) = [v2Kv�u R�1nv (v) ;a union at most countable of G-measurable subsets. Hence S(u) 2 G, which completes theproof of the corollary.7.3 Preliminaries on Local RecurrenceFix s0 a dynamic cluster of N , and consider ! 2 
. Assume that x and x0 are two branchingcells in �(!) such that hxi = hx0i = s0. Then there are events in x and x0 that are bothcompatible, and labeled by the same transition. Since the net is safe, this implies that thesetwo events are causally related. This induces in turn an ordering of such branching cells,for s0 and ! �xed, which is thus a total ordering. Furthermore, for each branching cellx 2 �(!), the con�guration:vx = inffv 2 W ; v � !; x 2 �E(v)g; (35)is a �nite R-stopped con�guration, since this set of con�gurations is nonempty, and by thelattice property of compatible R-stopped sub-con�gurations of ! (Theorem 3.1, point 5).The above ordering on branching cells x such that x 2 �(!) and hxi = s0 corresponds tothe set-inclusion of associated con�gurations vx.In particular, again with ! �xed, if the following set is nonempty:fx 2 �(!) : hxi = s0; x =2 �E(;)g;it has a unique minimal element x, with an associated con�guration vx de�ned as in (35).Let Ss0(!) denote this con�guration, so that Ss0(!) is de�ned by:Ss0(!) = inffv 2 W : v � !; v 6= ;; 9x 2 �E(v); hxi = s0g: (36)Remark that the branching cell x in (36) is then unique, again for safeness reasons. Moreover,since the net is assumed recurrent, a simple Borel-Cantelli argument shows that Ss0 is de�nedon 
 with probability 1.De�nition 7.1 (local return operator) If the Markov net �N ; (ps)s2�� is recur-rent, for every dynamic cluster s0, the local return to s0 is the mapping Ss0 : 
 ! Wde�ned by (36), with probability 1.Intuitively, local returns are returns with \minimal moves of the tokens". For everyreachable marking m, and in particular if m is recursively stopped, the same de�nition oflocal return operator applies to 
Em . Since Nm is itself also recurrent, the local return tos0 is also de�ned on 
Em with Pm-probability 1. We denote this local return operator by:Ss0;m : 
Em !WEm ; with Pm-probability 1. (37)
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46 S. Abbes & A. BenvenisteThis allows to construct the successive local return operators to s0 as follows. The localreturns (Ss0n )n�1 to s0 are de�ned on 
 with probability 1 by:Ss01 = Ss0 ; 8n > 1; Ss0n (!) = Ss0n�1(!)� Ss0;mn�1�! 	 Ss0n�1(!)�;with mn�1 = �Ss0n�1(!)�: (38)We summarize the properties of local return operators as follows:Proposition 7.1 Let �N ; (ps)s2�� be a recurrent Markov net, and let s0 be a dynamiccluster of N . Then for each n � 1, the nth local return operator Ss0n to s0 is a stoppingoperator of 
. If �N ; (ps)s2�� has integrable concurrency height, then (Ss0n )n�1 is a regularsequence of stopping operators.Proof. As for global return operators, it is enough to show that the single Ss0 de�nedby (36) is a stopping operator. To this end, we clearly have Ss0(!) � !. Let !; !0 2 
, setv = Ss0(!), v0 = Ss0(!0), and assume that !0 � v. Let x be the unique element of �E(v)such that hxi = s0. Then, since v is �nite nonempty R-stopped, since x 2 �E(v) and sincev � !0, we have v0 � v by the very de�nition of v0 = Ss0(!0). This implies v0 � !, and inturn, by minimality of Ss0(!), we get v � v0. Finally, v = v0, which proves that Ss0 is astopping operator.Assume moreover that the net has integrable concurrency height; we show that thesequence (Ss0n )n�1 of local returns to s0 is regular. (Ss0n )n�1 is clearly nondecreasing. SinceSs0 6= ;, hN;S(!)i � 1 with probability 1; it follows thus from (38) that hN;Ss0n i � n forall n � 1. Hence it remains only to show that supn�1 Ss0n (!) = ! with probability 1. Fix! 2 
, let vn = Ss0n (!), v = supn�1 vn, and assume that v 6= !. Consider any minimalevent e 2 Ev. Then there is an integer p such that e is also a minimal event of Evnfor all n � p. Pick any place b in the preset of �(e), where �(e) is the transition thatlabels e. For m = (vp), the token in the place b is a frozen token, from vp to !, i.e., thelength hN;! 	 vpi is in�nite. But, since the length is integrable, all such ! have togetherprobability 0. This shows that supn�1 Ss0n (!) = ! with probability 1, and completes theproof of the proposition.Still consider a �xed dynamic cluster s0, and let ! 2 
 be such that the local returnsSs0n (!) to s0 are de�ned for all n � 1, which holds with probability 1 if the net is recurrent.For each n � 1, there is by construction a unique branching cell xn(!) 2 �E�Ss0n (!)� suchthat hxn(!)i = s0. As a consequence of Lemma 3.1, we have ! \ xn(!) 2 
x = 
s0 .Therefore, if we set: 8n � 1; Y s0n (!) = ! \ xn(!); (39)we get a sequence (Y s0n )n�1 of random variables such that:8n � 1; Y s0n (!) 2 
s0 ; with probability 1.Using 1) the Strong Markov property for Markov nets, and 2) the properties of thedistributed product, yields the following result regarding the sequence (Y s0n )n�1 (see [1,Ch.6, III-3.2] for the proof): Irisa



Markov nets 47Lemma 7.3 Let �N ; (ps)s2�� be a recurrent Markov net, let s0 be a dynamic cluster,and let (Y s0n )n�1 be the sequence of random variables, with values in 
s0 , de�ned by (39).Then (Y s0n )n�1 is a sequence of independent and identically distributed variables, with lawps0 in 
s0 .We �nally show the following result, which generalizes to Markov nets the positive re-currence of recurrent states, for Markov chains:Lemma 7.4 (positive recurrence) Let �N ; (ps)s2�� be a recurrent Markov net.Then the global return R, and all the local returns Ss;m, s 2 �, m 2Mrs, satisfy:
E
�h1; Ri� <1; Em�h1; Ss;mi� <1;where E and Em denote respectively the mathematical expectation w.r.t. probabilities Pand Pm.Proof. We �rst show that E(h1; Ri) <1. Let T be the integer random variable T = h1; Ri.Recall the usual identity E(T ) = Pn�0 P(T � n). Assume that there is an integer r > 0such that: Xn�0P(T � nr) <1: (40)Then we have:

E(T ) =Xn�0P(T � n) = 1Xi=0 r�1Xj=0 P(T � ir + j)� 1Xi=0 r�1Xj=0 P(T � ir)= r 1Xn=0P(T � nr) <1; by (40).Hence, to prove E(T ) < 1, it is enough to show (40). Let (Vn)n�0 be the sequence ofstopping operators coming from the normal decomposition of maximal con�gurations, asde�ned in x3.6 and in x7.1, Lemma 7.1. There is an integer k1 > 0 such that h1; Vni �k1 � n for all n > 0; take for example k1 as the maximal number of simultaneously enabledtransitions of the net. De�ne the random variable T 0 by:T 0 = inffn � 0 : R � Vng:Since R is �nite with probability 1, and since Sn Vn(!) = ! for all ! 2 
, T 0 is �nite withprobability 1. Therefore, with probability 1, T � h1; VT 0i � k1 � T 0. Hence, to show (40),it is enough to show that there is an integer q > 0 such that:Xn�0P(T 0 � qn) <1: (41)
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48 S. Abbes & A. BenvenisteWe choose the integer q as follows. Recall thatMrs denotes the set of recursively stoppedmarkings of the net. Since the net is recurrent, we choose for any marking m 2Mrs a �niteR-stopped con�guration vm leading back from m to the initial marking, after having movedall tokens in the net. Each vm has Pm-positive likelihood. We put q = maxm2Mrsh1; vmi,which is �nite since Mrs is a �nite set, and positive otherwise we would have vm = ;for all m 2 Mrs. Let n be any integer n � 1, and let Q be the conditional probability
Q = P

� � jT 0 � q(n� 1)�. Then we have, by the Bayes rule:
Q(T 0 � qn) = Xm2Mrs Q

�T 0 � qn j (Vq(n�1)) = m��Q
�(Vq(n�1) = m�; (42)where (v) denotes the marking reached a con�guration v. Denote, for any m 2 Mrs, by(V mj )j�0 the sequence of stopping operators coming from the normal decomposition of max-imal con�gurations, de�ned on 
Em . Then, using the homogeneity property (Theorem 5.1),

Q
�T 0 � qn j (Vq(n�1)) = m� is the Pm probability that V mq does not contain any return tothe initial marking. By de�nition of q, this probability is less than a constant a < 1. Hencewe get from (42) that Q(T 0 � qn) � a, and thus, coming back to the de�nition of Q:

P(T 0 � qn) � aP
�T 0 � q(n� 1)� � a2P�T 0 � q(n� 2)� � � � � � an:Since a < 1, Equation (41) follows, hence E(T ) <1.We now show that E(h1; Ss;mi) < 1 for every s 2 � and m 2 Mrs. Since the netNm is recurrent by Lemma 5.2, we may assume without loss of generality that m = m0 isthe initial marking. If there is a branching cell x such that: x is an initial stopping pre�xof E, and such that hxi = s, then Ss;m0 � R. Therefore h1; Ss;m0i � h1; Ri and thus

E(h1; Ss;m0i) � E(h1; Ri) <1.Finally we show that the general case reduces to this particular case. For any M 2Mrs,de�ne the M -reachability operator AM by:8� 2 
Em ; AM (!) = minfv 2 WE : v � �; (v) =M; Min(E) \Min(Ev) = ;g:Then AM is �nite with probability 1, and using the very same technique than above, weconclude that E(h1; AM i) < 1. Now for any s 2 �, let M 2 Mrs such that there is abranching cell x and a v 2 WE with (v) =M , hxi = s and x 2 �E(v). Then we have:8! 2 
; Ss;m0(!) � AM (!)� SM;s�! 	AM (!)�:Therefore:
E(h1; Ss;m0i) � E(h1; AM i) + EM�h1; Ss;M i�:We have E(h1; AM i) <1 as we remarked above, and EM�h1; Ss;Mi� <1 by the �rst case.Therefore E(h1; Ss;m0i) <1, which completes the proof of the lemma.
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Markov nets 497.4 Preliminaries on ErgodicityDe�nition 7.2 (homogeneous function) Let Mrs denote the set of recursivelystopped markings of N|i.e., those markings reached by some �nite R-stopped con�gura-tions. A family H = (Hm)m2Mrs of real-valued functions Hm : 
Em ! R [ f1g is called ahomogeneous function.The homogeneous function H is said to be nonnegative, respectively integrable, if everyHm is nonnegative, respectively integrable w.r.t. probability Pm.If H = (Hm)m2Mrs is a homogeneous function, we consider the family (Hv)v2WE ofreal-valued functions Hv : 
Ev ! R [ f1g de�ned by:8v 2 WE ; Hv = H(v);and that satis�es: 8v; v0 2 W ; (v) = (v0)) Hv = Hv0 :The two representations (Hm)m2Mrs and (Hv)v2W are obviously equivalent.We now prove the following result, to be interpreted as an ergodicity result.Theorem 7.1 Let N be a recurrent Markov net. Let H = (Hv)v2W be a nonnegativeand integrable homogeneous function. Assume that we have, with probability 1:8! 2 
; 8v 2 WE ; v � ! ) Hv(! 	 v) = H;(!): (43)Then for every v 2 WE, Hv is constant on a set of probability 1, and all the so obtainedconstants are identical.Proof. We begin with the following observation: If V is a stopping operator, with V (!) �nitewith probability 1, and if E( � jV ) denotes the conditional expectation w.r.t. the �-algebrahV i generated by V (see x4.1), we have for every integrable function f : 
! R:
E(f jV ) = Z
(V ) f(V � �) dP(V )(�); (44)where V � � denotes the concatenation of V and � (proof left to the reader; hint: use (34)with stopping operator V ).We show �rst that H; is constant on 
 with probability 1. By Corollary 7.1, we have

F = hFn; n � 0i, where Fn = hRni. The Martingale convergence theorem [7, Th. 35.5]implies thus: H; = limn!1E(H; jFn); with probability 1. (45)We apply (44) with f = H; to get:
E(H; jFn) = Z
(Rn) H;(Rn � �) dP(Rn)(�)= Z
H;(Rn � �) dP(�); (46)
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50 S. Abbes & A. Benvenistethe latter by applying the homogeneity of P (Theorem 5.1), and since (Rn) = m0 byconstruction of the successive return operators Rn. Applying the assumption (43) withv = Rn, we get: 8� 2 
; H;(Rn � �) = HRn(�) = H;(�); (47)the latter since H is a homogeneous function. Using together (45), (46) and (47), we obtain:H;(!) = limn!1 Z
H;(Rn � �) dP(�) = Z
H;(�) dP(�) = E(H;);with probability 1. This shows that H; is constant on 
 with probability 1. For thesame reasons, every Hv, with v 2 W , is constant on 
v with Pv probability 1. It followsfrom (43), and from the fact that the likelihood of every v 2 W is positive, that all theconstants coincide.Finally, the following result on homogeneous functions will be useful. It is the adaptationof a classical lemma from dynamical systems theory; our proof is borrowed from [12].Proposition 7.2 Let N be a Markov net with unfolding E, and let (Vn)n�0 be a regularsequence of stopping operators on 
. For each n � 0, we de�ne �n by:8! 2 
; �n(!) = ! 	 Vn(!); so that : �n 2 
E(Vn) .Let also H = (Hv)v2W be a homogeneous, nonnegative and integrable function. Then wehave: limn!1 HVn(�n)hN; Vni = 0; with probability 1.Proof. We also use the notation (Hm)m2Mrs for H , where Mrs is the set of recursivelystopped markings. Since (Vn)n�0 is a regular sequence of operators, there is a constantk > 0 such that hN; Vni � k � n for every n � 1. Therefore it is enough to show:limn!1 HVn(�n)n = 0; with probability 1.To this end, we denote byXn the random variableXn = 1nHV n(�n), and we use the followingclassical criterion that implies the convergence of (Xn)n�1 to 0 with probability 1:8� > 0; Xn�1P(Xn � �) <1: (48)For each n � 1, let Kn denote the set of values of Vn. Since Vn is �nite with probability 1,we assume without loss of generality that Kn is at most countable. Since Vn is a stoppingoperator, we have the property already observed:8u 2 Kn; f! 2 
 : Vn(!) = ug = S(u);
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Markov nets 51where S(u) denotes as usual S(u) = f! 2 
 : ! � ug. From this we get:
P(Xn � �) = Xu2Kn P(Vn = u)P�HVn(�n) � n� ��Vn = u�= Xu2Kn P(Vn = u)Pu�Hu � n��= Xm2Mrs� Xu2Kn(u)=mP(Vn = u)�Pm�Hm � n��� Xm2Mrs Pm�Hm � n��: (49)In order to show (48), and from (49), it is enough to show that for each m 2 Mrs, thefollowing sum is �nite: Pn�1 Pm(Hm � n�) < 1. Recall the usual equality E(f) =P1k=1 P(f � k) for every nonnegative integrable function f : 
 ! N [ f1g. With thistransformation, we get for every m 2Mrs:Xn�1Pm(Hm � n�) =Xn�1Pm�1�Hm � n�= 1�Em(Hm) <1;since Hm is integrable for every m 2Mrs. This completes the proof.7.5 Proof of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2.We begin with the proof of Theorem 6.1. We decompose the proof in two steps: �rst, theexistence of the density coe�cients (points 1 and 2 of the theorem, shown in Lemma 7.5below), then their properties (point 3 of the theorem, shown in Lemma 7.6 below).7.5.1 Existence of the Density Coe�cientsThe ergodic means M(f; v) are linear in f . State functions form a vector space of �nitedimension, with basis the collection of state function 1s0 , s0 2 �, de�ned by:8s 2 �; 1s0(s) = (1; if s = s0;0; otherwise. (50)Therefore, to obtain the convergence of ergodic means of any state function f stated in (24)in Theorem 6.1, it is enough to show the following lemma:Lemma 7.5 For every dynamic cluster s0, the ergodic means M(1s0 ; � ) converge inthe sense of De�nition 6.3 to a function �(s0; � ) : 
! R. The function �(s0; � ) is constantwith probability 1 on 
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52 S. Abbes & A. BenvenisteProof. We �x a dynamic cluster s0 of N , and we consider the state function f0 = 1s0 de�nedby (50).Let (Mn; Zn+1)n�0 denote the embedded Markov chain of the net (see x7.1), whereMn = (Vn) is the marking associated with the con�guration Vn, arising from the normaldecomposition of maximal con�gurations. The ergodic means relative to f0 and Vn satisfy:M(f0; Vn) = hf0; Vnin nh1; Vni= Pn�1k=0 I�s0 2 �EMk (;)�n| {z }ergodic means for (Mn; Zn) �� Pn�1k=0 Card��EMk (;)n| {z }ergodic means for (Mn; Zn)��1;where we recall that I(pred) takes the value 1 if the predicate pred is true, 0 other-wise. Hence, each factor is given by ergodic means relative to the embedded Markov chain(Mn; Zn+1)n�0. The ergodic theory of Markov chains implies that each of these factorshas a limit with probability 1 (see Theorem A.1 in Appendix A). Therefore, the followingreal-valued random variable G : 
! R is well de�ned with probability 1:G(!) = limn!1M(f0; Vn(!)):For each v 2 W , the same construction applies to the probabilistic future (Ev ;Pv). Thisde�nes a collection of measurable mapsHv : 
v ! R; (51)with H; = G. By construction, the family H = (Hv)v2W is a homogeneous function(De�nition 7.2). According to point 2 of Lemma 7.7 below, H satis�es:8v 2 W ; v � ! ) Hv(! 	 v) = H;(!); with probability 1:Combined with Theorem 7.1, this implies that H; is constant on 
. Let �(s0) denote thisconstant. Then, according to point 1 of Lemma 7.7 below, for every sequence (Wn)n�0 ofstopping operators, we have:limn!1M(f0;Wn) = H; = �(s0); with probability 1:This shows that the ergodic mens M(f; � ) converge to the constant �(s0).With Lemma 7.5, we have shown points 1 and 2 of Theorem 6.1. It remains to showpoint 3, which is the topic of next lemma.Lemma 7.6 The density coe�cients �(s) satisfy:8s 2 �; 0 < �(s) � 1; and Xs2��(s) = 1: (52)
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Markov nets 53Proof. We �rst show that the �(s)'s sum to 1. Consider any regular sequence of stoppingoperators (Vn)n�0|we have seen the existence of such a sequence in Lemma 6.1. We haveobviously: 8n � 0; Xs2�h1s; Vni = h1; Vni;where 1 is the extended state function that counts all branching cells. Therefore, taking theratio and then the limit, we get:1 = limn!1 1h1; VniXs2�h1s; Vni = limn!1Xs2�M(1s; Vn) =Xs2��(s):This shows that the �(s)'s sum to 1, as claimed. This also implies that 0 � �(s) � 1 forevery s 2 �.It remains only to show that �(s) > 0 for every s 2 �. Let s 2 �, and consider thesequence (Ssn)n�1 of local returns to s. This sequence is a regular sequence of stopping op-erators according to Proposition 7.1, x7.3. We have thus, applying the LLN to the extendedstate function 1s: �(s) = limn!1 1h1; Ssni h1s; Ssni = limn!1 nh1; Ssni : (53)The latter ratio can be written as follows:nh1; Ssn(!)i = nh1; Ss1(!)i+Pn�1k=1�h1; Ssk+1(!)i � h1; Ssk(!)i� :We have for every k � 1:h1; Ssk+1i � h1; Sski = h1; Ssk+1 	 Sski = h1; Ss;mki; (54)where mk denotes the marking (Ssk), and Ss;m denotes as in (37) the local return to sde�ned on 
Em . It follows from the Markov property for Markov nets [2] that the sequence(Ss;mk)k�1 is a sequence of independent random variables. They are not identically dis-tributed since the law of Ss;mk depends on mk = (Ssk). But these laws range over a �niteset, since markings are �nitely many. Furthermore, each expectation E
�h1; Ss;mi� is �niteaccording to Lemma 7.4. Therefore, we shall apply Proposition A.1 of Appendix A to get,using (53) and (54): 1�(s) � maxm Emh1; Ss;mi <1:This shows that �(s) > 0.With Lemmas 7.5 and 7.6, we have completed the proof of Theorem 6.1. In the proof ofLemma 7.5, we have used the following lemma:PI n�1753



54 S. Abbes & A. BenvenisteLemma 7.7 Assume that N is a recurrent Markov net with integrable concurrencyheight, and let H be the homogeneous function de�ned in (51). Consider the state functionf0 = 1s0 de�ned by (50). Then H satis�es:1. For every regular sequence (Wn)n�0 of stopping operators, we have:limn!1M(f0;Wn) = H;; with probability 1.2. For each v 2 W, and with probability 1:v � ! ) Hv(! 	 v) = H;(!):Proof. Let (Wn)n�0 be a regular sequence of stopping operators. (Vj ; Zj+1)j�0 denotes asabove the normal decomposition of maximal con�gurations. For each n � 1, let Jn : 
! Nbe the integer-valued random variable de�ned by:Jn(!) = inffp � 0 : Vp(!) �Wn(!)g: <1; with probability 1.Then, with probability 1, �E(VJn(!)) \ �E(Wn(!)) 6= ;. Therefore EWn(!) and EVJn (!)possess a minimal event in common. Thus VJn(!) is a sub-con�guration of ! that keepsa token frozen, starting from the sub-con�guration Wn(!). Therefore, by de�nition of theinteger random variables Lm(b; � ), we have:hN; VJn 	Wni � �(Wn); (55)where �m(�) = supb2m Lm(b; �) for all recursively stopped markings m and � 2 
Em .Remark that, since all Lm(b; � ) are integrable, and since there are only �nitely many ofthem, � = (�m)m2Mrs is a homogeneous integrable function.We now show that the quantity:�n =M(f0;Wn)� hf0; VJnihN; VJnigoes to 0 when n goes to 1, with probability 1.�n = hf0;WnihN;Wni � hf0; VJnihN; VJni= hf0;Wni � hf0; VJnihN;Wni + hf0; VJni� 1hN;Wni � 1hN; VJni�= �hf0; VJn 	WnihN;Wni + hf0; VJnihN; VJni hN; VJn 	WnihN;Wni :We use that hf0;Wni � hN;Wni for every n � 1 to get:j�nj � 2 hN; VJn 	WnihN;Wni � 2�(Wn)(! 	Wn)hN;Wni ; (56)
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Markov nets 55where the latter inequality follows from (55). According to Proposition 7.2, and since(�m)m2Mrs is an integrable homogeneous function, the right member in (56) goes to 0with probability 1, and thus limn!1 �n = 0 with probability 1. This completes the proof ofpoint 1 of Lemma 7.7.The proof of point 2 follows from a similar calculation.7.5.2 Proof of Theorem 6.2We shall now prove Theorem 6.2 as a corollary of Theorem 6.1. We also use the result statedin Lemma 7.3, that uses the fact that we consider distributed probabilities.Let f = (f(s; � ))s2� be any extended state function; we have to study the convergenceand the limit of the ergodic means M(f; Vn), for (Vn)n�1 any regular sequence of stoppingoperators. Because of the linearity of f ! M(f; � ), we assume without loss of generalitythat f satis�es f(s; � ) = 0 on 
s whenever s 6= s0, where s0 is some particular dynamiccluster. Let (Vn)n�0 be a regular sequence of stopping operators, and let ! 2 
 such thatlimn!1M(1s0 ; Vn(!)) = �(s0) holds. Let also wn = Ss0n (!) denote the sequence of localreturn operators to s0 applied to !. According to Proposition 7.1, we assume without lossof generality that supn�1 wn = !, since such ! have probability 1.Recall that the branching cells x 2 �(!) such that hxi = s0 are totally ordered. There-fore, for every n � 1, the set of branching cells:In = fx 2 ��Vn(!)� : hxi = s0gis an interval. But since supn�1 wn = !, there is thus an integer J(n) such that:In = fx 2 �(wJ(n)) : hxi = s0g:Since we assume that f(s; � ) vanishes if s 6= s0, we have:M(f; Vn) = 1h1; Vni hf; Vni= 1h1; Vni hf; wJ(n)i= h1s0 ; Vnih1; Vni 1h1s0 ; Vni J(n)Xk=1 f(s0; Y s0k ); (57)where Y s0k is de�ned by (39). �(!) contains in�nitely many instances of s0 since the netis recurrent. Since supn Vn(!) = !, it follows that limn!1 J(n) = +1. The sequence(Y s0n )n�1 is a sequence of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables oflaw ps0 according to Lemma 7.3. It follows thus from the Strong law of large numbers for
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56 S. Abbes & A. Benvenistei.i.d. sequences (see Theorem A.2 in Appendix A) that we have:1h1s0 ; Vni J(n)Xk=1 f(s0; Y s0k ) = 1h1s0 ; wJ(n)i J(n)Xk=1 f(s0; Y s0k )= 1J(n) J(n)Xk=1 f(s0; Y s0k ) �!n!1 ps0(f); (58)where ps0(f) is de�ned by: ps0(f) = Xz2
s0 ps0(z)f(s0; z):On the other hand, we have limn!1 h1s0 ; Vnih1; Vni = �(s0): (59)Combining (57), (58) and (59), we get:limn!1M(f; Vn) = �(s0)ps0(f);which is Theorem 6.2 for our particular f . As it was enough to consider this particular f ,the proof of the theorem is complete.8 Summary and PerspectivesWe have proposed branching cells and dynamic clusters as a notion of local, concurrent,state for event structures and Petri nets. We have applied the construction of distributedprobabilities for event structures to the randomization of traces of safe Petri nets. Thisresults in the model of Markov nets, a proper generalization of Markov chains to true-concurrency systems. The Law of Large Numbers extends to Markov nets, with dynamicclusters taken as states.Although our work relies on the local �niteness assumption for event structures, thenotion of branching cells that we have developed can be applied to general event struc-tures arising from Petri net unfoldings. Some new issues arise for non-locally �nite eventstructures, however. First, branching cells may be in�nite; second, maximal con�gurationsmay not be R-stopped, hence the randomization is not immediate as for locally �nite eventstructures. We are currently working on this extended setting for Markov nets.A Appendix: Classical Laws of Large NumbersIn this section we state the classical Laws of Large Numbers that we use, for Markov chainsand for sequences of independent and sequences of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.)random variables. Irisa



Markov nets 57Theorem A.1 [9, Ch.V, Th. 6.1 p.219] Let (Xn)n�0 be a Markov chain on a�nite state space Q, and let f : Q! R be a real-valued function. Then the ergodic means:1n n�1Xk=0 f(Xk)have a limit, for n!1, with probability 1.Theorem A.2 [9, Ch.III, Th. 5.1 p.142] Let (Xn)n�0 be a sequence of i.i.d. ran-dom variables, with probability law p on a countable set Q. For any real-valued nonnegativefunction f : Q! R, the following limit holds with probability 1:limn!1 1n n�1Xk=0 f(Xk) = Xs2Q p(s)f(s):Finally, the following result is an exercise:Proposition A.1 Let P = fpi; i = 1; : : : ; rg be a �nite family of probability laws onsome countable set Q. Let (Xn)n�0 be a sequence of independent random variables, suchthat, for each n � 0, the law of Xn belongs to P . Let f : Q! R be a nonnegative real-valuedfunction, such that, for each pi 2 P , the following expectation is �nite:qi(f) = Xq2Q pi(q)f(q) <1:Then we have: lim supn!1 1n n�1Xk=0 f(Xk) � maxi=1;:::;r qi(f) <1:
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